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Gulf Coast states clean up
Residents have begun the cleanup after tropical storm Frances wreaked havoc In the Deep
South last week.
The front scattered thunderstorms and tornadoes across Texas and Louisiana. At least two
people died In Frances-related storms and
Houston alone estimated residential damage at
$95 million.
Flooding damaged or destroyed 1,000 homes
In affected areas. Some New Orleans streets were
rain-swollen rivers at the height of the storm.

Starr report slams Clinton
Prosecutor Ken Starr has released his report to
Congress. It details steamy details of President
Clinton's relationship with a White House Intern.
The report filled 36 boxes of evidence.
The report details 11 counts that Starr says
constitute impeachable offenses, Including perjury, obstruction of justice and witness tampering. Clinton's lawyer Insists that no impeachable
offense occurred.
Please see STARR, on Page 4

Archer offers tax cut plan
Texas GOP Rep. BUI Archer has unveiled a
proposed 5-year, $80 billion tax cut proposal,
designed to be funded from the projected $1.6
budget surplus over the next 10 years.
The tax cut would consume about 10 percent
of the surplus, with the remainder to be used to
shore up the floundering Social Security system.
President Clinton and House Democrats Insist
that no tax cut be funded out of the surplus, preferring Instead to spend It on social programs.
Clinton vowed to fight the bill.

A new survey reports that 52 percent of college students who drink Intend to get drunk.
Additionally, 42.7 percent, according to the
survey, can be classified as binge drinkers.
One positive note shows that 19 percent of students have not touched alcohol in the past year,
up from a 15.6 percent figure in a previous poll.
Concern over collegiate drinking h a s
increased in recent months with the alcoholrelated deaths of several students In schools
around the country.
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Tuesday:

Wednesday:

Sunny and hot.
High: 93 Low: 64

Cloudy/showers.
High: 83 Low: 67

Thursday:

Friday:

Sunny.
High: 80 Low: 60

Sunny.
High: 80 Low: 57

The white flag of surrender was the
unofficial symbol of Liberty's Spiritual
Emphasis Week this semester. The
week featured main speaker Rick Gage
and his "Go Tell" crusade.
The flag was first seen Friday night
before SEW when about 40 students
from Dorm 11 and their sister dorm
27-2 carried it around campus, praying, singing and ending up at the allnight prayer meeting in the prayer
chapel. At the prayer meeting, students sat in a circle holding the flag
and surrendering their lives to the
cause of Christ
"We wanted to show that God
shows power through purity," said
Brad Ives, who made the flag originally as a symbol of surrender of the
residents of dorm 11. But the message of the flag was to carry much
farther than that.
Sunday night, Ives brought the flag
onstage In the Vines Center, where it
stayed for the rest of the week, daily
reminding students that before they
can "go tell," they must first surrender
their hearts to Christ's control.

Academics, campus actlvies and
spiritual life top the list of objectives released by Student Body
President
Alfred
Thompson.
Thompson announced his goals
this week In preparation for SGA
action which is slated to begin later
this month.
Thompson emphasized that he
would not be making any promises
to the student body, b u t would
instead try to bring the students'
needs to administration.
"Will everything we suggest this
year become reality?" Thompson
questioned. "There's definitely no
guarantee."
However, by partnering with
administration, Thompson hopes
to support the needs of students in
the area of academics. The SGA
will be backing administration this
semester as technology Is upgraded and further training is given for
computer and academic programs.
Although these are areas which
Liberty administration is currently
working to improve, Thompson

College drinking decreases
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B Y HANNAH L A P W I O

Champion Reporter

Editor in Chief

The Senate failed again to break a GOP filibuster
of the McCaln-Feingold campaign finance bill. The
vote was 52-48 In favor of the bill, with supporters
needing 60 votes to break the stalemate.
The bill Is designed to limit contributions from
individuals, and to curtail so-called "Issue advocacy" ads that may help candidates.
GOP critics note that many such contributions
help Republicans, and call for cuts In labor union
contributions as well. Such donations, taken from
mandatory union dues, tend to favor Democrats.
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Campaign finance dies

O

Prayer power
makes key
SEW impact
Champion Reporter

SHAWN

ELDRIDGE

"WHY WAIT?" — Nationally known author Josh McDowell encourages
students to practice abstinence until marriage. He spoke on Tuesday night.

hopes that the support of SGA will have a real strong army of guys to help
quicken academic advancements our girls," he said.
on campus. But still, Thompson
The spiritual side of Liberty is what
expects criticism.
Thompson considers most important in
"Even J e s u s Christ had people his outlook for an Improved campus.
who didn't want to get
"There is no way we can
behind him," he said.
become too spiritual,"
To battle this critihe
said.
Missions
cism, Thompson is
emphasis on campus,
hoping to create an
incentive programs for
increased "environleadership programs
ment of nurturing" at
and links with missions
Liberty with plans for
organization Timothy
periodic WCW/Nitro
International are Just a
gatherings and other
few of the options SGA
group activities. Right
may become involved
now, the SGA staff is
with in 1998-99.
working on "Operation
Currently, Thompson <
Exodus" which will
is
working
with
assist the new tenCampus Pastor Rob
ants of Dorm 33 with
Jackson in order to
FILE PHOTO
their move.
assess the spiritual
needs of students .
"This is probably
Thompson — SGA chief
In the end, Thompson
one of the best ideas
will be requiring more
God laid on my
input from organizations on camheart," Thompson said.
"Operation Exodus" is Thompson's pus. Through attending hall, club
request for the male population of and leadership meetings, he will be
Liberty to volunteer their services In hearing the students' needs and
moving belongings into the new dorm making them a priority in SGA
as it is completed. "Primarily, I want to activity this year.

Students to gather for
"See You at the Pole"
"See You at the
Pole" has become
annual national
observance
B Y C H K I S EDWARDS

Champion Reporter
Liberty students will Join hearts
Wednesday with America's high school
youth for the eighth annual observation of See You at the Pole — the
national day of student prayer.
Students will gather In the DeMoss
courtyard to pray for their high schools
and home church youth groups. Each
state will be represented by Its flag and
an LU student Students will break off
into small groups to pray for the spe-

In one motion, 1,700 Liberty students stretched out their arms to pray
over speaker Scott Camp Sunday
night in response to his request
"Pray that the Holy Spirit will
anoint me as I speak," Camp asked
at the beginning of his message.
"Pray that I will get out of the way
and the Holy Spirit will speak
through me."
God h a s been working a t
Liberty University this week of
Spiritual Emphasis, and it Is
because of the power of prayer.
Students, teachers and speakers
prayed.
"Nothing of any significance has
occurred for the cause of Christ
without prayer," said speaker Rick
Gage. And the students of Liberty
University have Joined In.
Students have been asking since
the beginning of school for God to
bring revival to campus this semester.
During orientation week, prayer leaders and spiritual life directors walked
the campus, interceding over every
building, every sidewalk, every bench.
Please see PRAYER, on Page 5

Academic, spiritual concerns
top Thompson's w i s h list

The recent Israeli execution of two mlltant
Hamas militia leaders has raised tension In the
West Bank. The Palestinian cabinet has condemned the executions as designed to slow the
peace process.
Meanwhile, Hamas attacks injured an Israeli soldier. Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat has escalated
tensions by his decision to declare Palestinian
statehood by May 4, whether or not such an agreement can be reached with Israel. Israeli forces were
placed on high alert for the duration of the crisis.
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Students learn
the benefits
of surrenat>,i%/
\

Please see GAGE, on Page 2

West Bank troubles grow
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SEW has deep impact
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cific needs of their state.
At the same time, all over the country, high school students will be praying on their school grounds for local as
well as national needs.
Recognizing the Influence of LU
students on the future, the Spiritual
Life Office has added a dedication
prayer for education and youth ministry majors.
"Our education department has a
tremendous mission field," said
Campus Pastor Dwayne Carson.
"According to this week's issue of "U.S.
News and World Report," over the next
10 years there Is a need for 2.2 million
teachers - over 200,000 a year."
Liberty adopted See You at the Pole
about seven years ago when evangelist
Jay Strack spoke for Spiritual
Emphasis Week, Carson said. Strack,
one of the originators of the student
prayer movement, encouraged LU students to Join him that Wednesday

morning to pray along with students
all over the country.
See You at the Pole began with a
single youth group In Texas in
1990. The events in local schools
are completely student-led and student-initiated. Last year, three million youth participated In the event,
according to an event web page
sponsored by the National Network
for Youth Ministries.
This year, the national theme is
"For Such a Time as This", based on
Esther 4:14. The See You at the Pole
web page notes that the phrase
refers to the plight of Queen Esther
and the persecution of the Jews by
the Persians in 473 B.C. Students
have noted a correlation between
that story and the spiritual dangers
facing today.
In addition, Liberty's morning convocation will feature a prayer time of
dedication for each state.

IAJ debaters
plan sequel
to winning
year in 1997
B Y BILL MEYER

Champion Reporter
The LU Debate Team, which for
years has had one of the most
respected and successful programs In America, enters the
1998/99 season with a young
squad. There are only hvo Juniors
and no seniors on the roster.
However, Debate Director Dr.
Brett O'DonneU doesnt necessarily see .that asja, negative. "I think
the team has an air this year of
looking forward to a fresh beginning. So I'm excited about that"
This year's squad vtftt be seeking a record fifth straight
American. Debate Association
championship. LU is currently
tied
with
George
Mason
University's all-time record of four
straight number-one rankings.
Within ADA competition, however, the novice, junior varsity and
varsity LU teams each won their
division last season. It was the
only time in ADA history that the
same school has been number
one at each level of debating.
The LU team also finished second last season in the CrossExamlnauon Debate Association
and second In the National
Debate Tournament rankings.
This year the team has the additional benefit of an assistant
coach, Heather Hall. She has
debated at LU and coached at
Penn State.
Also Joining the squad this year
as a coach Is Michael Hull. He
replaces Gary Voss, who is now at
San Angetos State In Texas.
Hall was a member of the Inaugural novice Liberty squad in
1988. He has coached debate
teams at Penn State, and is now
a faculty member In LU's communications department "Most ...
coaches around the country will
tell you that Michael has one of
the best strategic minds going,"
O'DonneU said.
The Inexperience of this year's
debate team could lead to early
struggles, but ODonnell likes the
squad's prospects as the season
progresses. "Our team is loaded
with talent. And I think by the end
of the season we're going to have a
very solid team that could contend
for rankings and championships."
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LU aviation program looks toward
achieving status as a major
himself, Is expected to approve Gerald Abrams, an LU Junior.
If the program Is approved,
the program.
Champion Reporter
The final step Is sending the as It Is expected to be, LU will
Liberty Is planning to offer Information to SACS to make the offer up to 36 hours of credits,
making aviation a major.
aviation as a major next year. program an accredited major.
The courses are held at
The University has had an avi"There Is a way aviation can
Aviation.
at
the
ation program for 15 years, help In many majors," said Virginia
offering 21 credit hours, suffi- Spohn, who added that he Lynchburg Municipal Airport.
cient only for a minor In the believes whole-heartedly In the Flying Instructors Mike Beatty
and Jim Plantman serve as
program. In a contract with program.
Spohn
Virginia Aviation.
said he believes
"I think the nature of the that! the proprogram Is such that within a gram would
year we could have 11 online," be a great
said Dr. Terry Spohn, Dean of a d v a n t a g e
the College of Arts and to both the
Sciences. Spohn Is working on U n i v e r s i t y
getting approval through the and to Its
Southern
Association
of students.
An aviaColleges and Schools (SACS)
tion degree ^ J
process.
A petition m u s t be filed would give s w^
obtaining consent from the a student a
chairperson of the Department pilot's license that would allow adjunct faculty at Liberty, teach
of Arts and Sciences, and then advantages ranging from eco- Ing the course for the school.
The extra hours would offer
the petition must go through nomics to missions. "As a busithe entire faculty senate and ness economics major and an students classes that would
must also be approved by uni- aviation minor, a pilot's license prepare them to fly Jets and
their
commercial
versity president Dr. J o h n would be a great advantage for achieve
Borek. Borek, who Is a pilot me In future business," said pilot's license.
BY SHAVN CHIXOKKKN

MiM Virginia Teen Pageant:
The Miss Virginia Teen AllAmerican pageant Is looking
for contestants In the 1999
pageant, to be held March 20
and 21 at the Holiday Inn
Central In Richmond, Va.
Applicants must be under 20
years old, never married and a
legal resident of the U.S. To
apply, send photo, name,
address, phone number, date
of birth and a short bio to
Dept. C, Miss Virginia Teen AilAmerican. 603 Schrader Ave,
Wheeling, WV. 26003-9619
Photography
Show:
The
Lynchburg Juried Photography
Show Is set to open on
Sunday, Sept. 20, to continue
through Oct. 30, 1998. The
opening reception will be held
on Sept. 20 from 2:30-4:30
p.m.
Submitted
photos
Include black and white, color
and silkscreen prints.
To Kill a Mockingbird:
Tickets are on sale for this
fine arts production, to be
held Sept. 18, 19. 25 and 26
at 8 p.m. and Sept. 27 at 2
p.m. Call the Lynchburg Fine
Arts Center box office for tickets at 846-3804. Office hours
are 10 a.m.-4 p.m. MondaySaturday. Tickets range from
$7 to $12.
Mission Internships: Get
communications internship
credit while ministering to
people's needs next summer.
Opportunities include:
•A
six-week
trip
to
Thailand to train Thai video
producers to spread the
gospel. Cost: under $2,000
plus LU tuition.
*A three to four week trip
to Ecuador to produce
Christian
music videos.
Good S p a n i s h
required.
Cost: $1,500 plus LU tuition.
•A one-month trip to
Burkina Faso, Africa, to
work with the production
team of CVK-TV, the only
Christian TV station in the
area. Good French is necessary. Cost: $2,000.
For more information contact Professor Dan Henrich
In FA 200-C, at 582-2508 or
a t dhenrlch@liberty.edu.
Civil War re-enactment: Feel
the excitement a t the reenactment of the Battle of
Lynchburg, on Sept. 19 and
20 in Forest. Va. starting at 10
a.m. The event commemorates
the 134th anniversary of the
defense of Lynchburg. Tickets
are $5 for adults, $2.50 for
youth 7-17 and kids age 6 and
under are free.
Fine

Arts

Classes:

The

Lynchburg Fine Arts Center Is
offering fall classes In the
visual arts. All ages and abllt :
ty levels are welcome. Classes
include painting, drawing,
clay modeling, photography
and sculpture. Prereglslratlon
Is required. For Information
on times and costs, call the
Center at 846-8451.
Chinese Fellowship: The
Lynchburg Chinese Christian
Fellowship extends an invitation to Join them for services
each Sunday from 2-4 p.m. at
Beulah Baptist Church, 528
Leesvllle Road. The. services
feature prayer, worship and
Bible study.
Missions Race: Join the first
annual Mission Madness 5K
foot race on Oct 3. The cost is
Just $12 to participate In missions training and church
planting in El Salvador. The
race is sponsored by the
Summer Spanish Institute.
For information call Dr. David
Towles atext. 2091.
Discipleship Course: Join the
Firm Foundation discipleship
course, which begins Sept. 14.
Become more equipped In the
basics of the Word, and learn
to disciple others. Dorm students, see your RA to register.
Commuters call the Office of
Commuting Students at ext.
2824.
Bloodmobile: The Red Cross
bloodmobile will be at Liberty
University on Tuesday, Sept.
22 from 1-6 p.m. and on
Wednesday, Sept. 23 from
11:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. Bring
some form of ID.
Upper Room concert: The
Upper Room will feature
Vigilantes of Love in concert
on Saturday, Sept. 19 at 7:30
p.m. There is a $7 cover
charge. For more information,
call 525-7124.
MISO Workshop:
MISO
Invites students to a diversity
workshop entitled "Hispanic
Heritage," on Monday, Sept.
21 at 8 p.m. in DH 144. The
workshop is in recognition of
Hispanic Heritage Month.
Commuter CSER: The Office
of Commuter Students has
an option for commuters still
looking for a Christian/
Community Service credit.
The Commuter Office announces
its "Dream Teams." Services
teams perform include bulletin boards, community
impact, a newsletter, an office
team, spiritual life and lntramurals. Contact the commuter office at 582-2824.

Send postings as far in advance as possible to Rick Boyer, c/o
the Liberty Champion

The additional hours will
also allow students to gain a
working knowledge of the Jet
engine and turbine engine.
Including Jet engine repair
knowledge and licenses.
As a minor the program h a s
had approximately 30 students
per semester. Once the
program gains major
status, the school
Is
expecting
b e n e f i t s
Including a
rise
In
enrollment
of students
who want a
pilot's license.
LU also anticipates more students
finishing
here.
Instead of leaving to seek the
completion of the major at
another school.
Beside the lab fee and plane
rental time the changing of the
minor to a major Is not expected to be excessively costly for
the school.
'

SEWs "Go Tell" crusade brings worship,
excitement to Liberty's Vines Center
Continued from Page 1
"When a person's heart Is
broken before God he will have
a passion for sharing the
Gospel," said Gage in his first
message on Sunday morning.
"What Is missing In our
churches Is a burning passion
for lost people."
Gage's statistics are staggering. Out of the
40.000
Southern Baptist churches In
the United States, over 10,000
of them recorded zero baptisms
In 1997. Only nine Southern
Baptist churches reached over
100 teens for J e s u s Christ.
"God has no h a n d s b u t our
hands. No feet b u t our feet.
No tongue b u t our tongue to
tell people how to be saved," he
told the students.
Gage was a football coach at
Liberty University from 198486, when God called him into
full-time evangelism, which he
has been heavily involved with
ever since.
In 1990 he started Rick Gage
Evangelistic Ministries. Now he
preaches around the country
reaching both adults and teens
through his "Go Tell" crusade.
Other speakers were Scott
Camp, Randy Hogue, J o s h
McDowell and Kenny St. J o h n ,
evangelists who have spoken
before for "Go Tell" crusade.
Musicians for the week
Included Eric Lovett's Eternal
Praise Band, Charles Billingsley
and the father/som duo, Aaron
Jeoffrey.
The music was a definite
highlight of the week through
the praise and worship time,
the special music and the Invitation songs.
,
"Music sets the tone for the
speaker and prepares the
hearts of the students to hear
God's Word," said music leader

Eric Lovett.
cles of the week were all the
One of the objectives of this s t u d e n t s and visitors who
Spiritual Emphasis Week was to came forward at the end of
bring more people from outside each service.
of the University to the services.
"I don't want you Just to come
"We wanted
^mmmm^^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ forward
and
to Invite the
rededlcate
"You need to come
community,"
your lives to
said LU camand tell God to take God," stated
pus pastor Rob
Scott
control of your life." speaker
Jackson. "We
Camp on Sunday
advertised on
night. "Some
the Christian
of you have
radio stations
out your
- Scott Camp worn
and a t
the
rededlcator. You
SEW speaker need to come
Christian
bookstores.
" " • " ^ " • ^ ^ ^ ^ and tell God to
We wanted youth groups to take control of your life."
come and bring their unsaved
And students responded to
friends."
the call. Every night, hundreds
However, the greatest mlra- of them came forward, alone.

in pairs and in groups to make
commitments to J e s u s Christ.
The total number of student
decisions cannot be calculated,
but according to the Campus
Pastor's office, they know of 78
people who were saved during
Spiritual Emphasis Week, both In
and out of the services. Of those,
18 play on the football team. >
In addition, 120 s t u d e n t s
were
called
to
full-time
Christian ministry, and 40
more were called to serve God
In the area of missions.
T h i s flag Is the mascot of
dorm 11," said Ives. "We want to
remember that surrender doesn't
Just come during Spiritual
Emphasis Week but continues
throughout the semester."

UNLIMITED

We will double the value of all manufacturers' coupons up to and including $1.00
Coupons up to '1.00 are doubled.
Coupons '1.00 - '2.00 are worth '2.00.
Coupons '2.00 or more are face value.
One coupon per item purchased.
Double Coupon value cannot exceed the
price of the item.

Face Value

Manufacturers' coupons $1.00 or less will be doubled, coupons between $1.00 and
$2.00 will be redeemed for $2.00. coupons over $2 00 will be redeemed at face
value. Limit one manufacturers' coupon for any particular item Must be purchased
in sizes specified on coupon. This offer applies only to manufacturers' cents off
coupons for items sold at Kroger and not to FREE or tobacco product coupons or in
store coupons, or any coupon which specificially states "Do Not Double". Coupon
value cannot exceeed the price of the item.
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WQULAhlTEt Of LOVE
Saturday, September 19th, 7:30pm, $7.00 Cover
A P r a i s e S e r v i c e at 7 : 0 0 p m w i l l s t a r t t h e
evening!
1101 Floyd Street, Lynchburg

Campbell's Tomato or

Kroger
Ibuprofen

Chicken Noodle
Soup

Ballpark
M e a t Franks

50-ct.

10.75-oz.

14-16-oz. pkg.

Buy One. Get One

FREE!

Phone: 845-6095

Welcome Back
Students!!
Large, spacious exercise facility
"FREE" Personal Trainers
Menu Planning & Bodyfat Analysis
Wide variety of Cardiovascular equipment

Fall Semester just...$79.00
Fall & Spring just...$139.00
To the 1st 30 students to call!

"Fitness at its Finest

Caplets or Tablets

116 Crowell Lane
Lynchburg. VA 24502
(804)239-1111

2/?* 09
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Smart Creations Lite Meat or

Buy One. Get One

FREE!

Charrfcharniin
New Golden Herb

Uathroom Tissue

Caffeine Free Wet Coke, Sprite,

Whole Rotisserie
Chicken

Charmin
Ultra

Diet Coke or
Coca Cola Classic

Each

Each

2-liter

3
WED THUR FRI SAT
1 6 1 7 18 1 9

7 89°

Items & Prices Good Through September 12,1998 ln|
Lynchburg. Copyright 1998 Kroger Mid-Atlantic. We
reserve the right to limit quantities. None sold to
dealers.

MOST
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At Concerned Women for America's
National Convention in Alexandria; Virginia
you'll get the fads-so you can get involved.

September 24th - 27th
Ifs an insiders look at whafs really gding on behind the D.C spin!
Hear from presidential hopefuls,
political pundits & inspiring personalities.
Hobnob with the people who make things happen on Capitol Hill.
(And did we mention ifs FREE?)
For more information call 800-458-8797. Registration is free for full-time
Liberty Universily students. Limited seating-call now.
Registration does not include price of travel, lodging, or Saturday night banquet.
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E-mail additions
add new array of
options for LU
computer users
B Y R I C K BOYER

Laundry service changes see
mixed reviews from students

News Editor
B Y CREIO RAIKES

E-mail u s e r s in the
Information Technology labs
are beginning to notice
changes in their mail
options.
Some who were accustomed to operating on
Netscape a n d Eudora for
mail service expressed puzzlement a t the sudden
switch to the Outlook program on their machines.
"We've been In the process
of trying to work through email solutions." explained
Dr. Maurice Zaffke, the
head of Academic Computing
a t Liberty. The idea that
centers around Outlook,
Explore and Netscape is to
have all possible options for
students."
"We're trying to add services. We know that around
browsers, there are distinct
preferences" between different systems, he said.
Zaffke said the improvements have been made to
both the IBMs a n d the Macs
in the lab. "We've h a d
Explore on the IBM platform.
Now we'll
have
Netscape a n d Explore on
the IBMs," he said. "A lot of
Mac people prefer Netscape."
Zaffke was pleased with
the new additions, stating
that they will not only provide more and
better
options, b u t t h a t there is no
extra cost. "Outlook Is a
free add-on as far a s the email client is concerned,"
he said. "One of the things
it does bring is a full-service •
e-mail package. It's a real
step u p from Eudora."
Further
improvements
are in the near future as
well. Zaffke said once the
upcoming upgrades are
complete, students will be
able to access their L.iberty
e-mail a c c o u n t s from a

Champion Reporter
Liberty h a s made some longawaited improvements to the
laundry rooms around campus
over the summer, In an effort
to make the lives of dorm students a little easier.
Caldwell & Gregory Co. came
in and renovated the laundry
rooms around campus adding
new washers and dryers.
"Caldwell & Gregory worked
with Liberty to update the
laundry facilities on campus,"
said Larry Ferguson, LU director of administrative services
and purchasing.
In addition to the new
machines, the laundry rooms
also received a face-lift. New
fixtures were added to the
laundry rooms, including new

chairs and better tables for
folding clothing.
Another major change is that
the cost for washers has gone
up to $1.75 per load Instead of
$1. However, dryer usage is
now free in order to make up
for the higher prices.
Costs reached $280,000 for
the University to fix and
update the laundry rooms with
Caldwell & Gregory. In addition, Caldwell & Gregory provided for the new debit card
system.
Over the summer, students
were sent letters explaining the
new system and given the
opportunity to obtain a laundry debit card.
The cards are now available
to students who want to obtain
them from Residence Life
Director Brad Smith's office,

located in Dorm 13.
"So far there have been no
problems with the new laundry
facilities," Ferguson said. "The
machines have held up well."
School officials are also looking forward to getting some
help for the change machines
in the laundry rooms. "We're
looking for someone that can
fill the change machines on a
more
consistent
basis,'
Ferguson said.
Student reaction has been
mostly positive with few complaints. "The only thing
is
that the air conditioning could
be improved," said Jaclyn
Rivera, a freshman planning to
major in English. "Overall, I'd
give it a B plus."
"I like the fact the dryers are
free," said Rob Reid, a Junior
majoring in communications.

POLLY HURTOON

TAKING THEM TO THE CLEANERS — LU students take advantage
of the new laundry systems. Students are adjusting to the updated
system, with its new payment structure and added machines.

NEWS ANALYSIS

Prosecutor's report leaves president's backers
struggling to maintain his poll ratings
p.
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Details of report
leave Congress,
nation unsure
where to go now
U P T 3 I I S OT r f i n n r T

B Y R I C K BOYER

News Editor
"I never expected to fall in love
with the president I was surprised
that I did."
So testified Monica Lewinsky to
the grand Jury investigating allegations against President Clinton,
according to the report prosecutor
Kenneth Starr has released to the
House of Representatives.
The 445-page report goes into

intricate detail
detail of
of the
the affair,
Intricate
affair, detaildetail
i.<n
„i ...*„„ that
»i > cStarr
t
i I J _ to
*~
ing
11 charges
holds
be impeachable offenses, including
perjury, obstruction of Justice,
abuse of power and tampering with
witnesses in the case.
Starr's report focuses almost
solely on the Lewinsky affair,
rather than on details of
Whitewater, FBI files, the travel
office case or any of the other leads
Starr was pursuing.
Some contend this is due to
Starr's inability to dig up enough
dirt in the other cases to warrant a
report, while others have argued
that Starr considered the Lewinsky
charges alone enough to win his
case, and didn't want to dredge up
any more dirt than necessary.
Public opinion has shifted significantly in the hours since the

report's release, with 58 percent of
t k ~ » polled
^ I U in
in n
« onrum
those
one
survey efotinn
stating
that the president should resign If
he pressured Lewinsky to lie.
Yet Clinton's Job approval rating
has still taken only minor hits, and
Clinton has made no sign of backing off his pledge to stay in office.
Clinton's attorneys Insist that
Starr's allegations are strictly a
matter of a private mistake and
that nothing impeachable exists.
How the public responds could
determine the fete of the president
In Congress, meanwhile, emotions are mixed as well. The body
has been hit all too recently by the
censure of Sen. Bob Packwood for
sexual harassment Packwood did
not return the next election.
Republicans are concerned about
the appearance of piling on, while

Democrats, facing questioning vot-

to do so forces the nation
natio to make a

era
ers at home, are increasingly stavstay-

horrlhle
horrible derision."
decision."

ing clear of the president Maryland
Gov. Parris Glendening recently
canceled a campaign appearance
with Clinton.
Democrats are urging the public
not to Jump to conclusions, while
Republican leaders are urging
restraint In language during House
proceedings. But pressure Is growing outside Washington, with many
religious leaders becoming more
vocal in their calls for a presidential
resignation.
The occasional GOP congressional figure has spoken out though.
Missouri Sen. John Ashcroft,
thought to be eyeing the presidency
himself in 2000, said, "The decent
and honorable thing for the president would be to resign. His refusal

"It is gross and I don't know
how to react to it," said Rep. Tom
Davis, (R-Va).
Any vote on impeachment would
likely not take place until next year,
but Democrats, already outnumbered, have begun to fear further
losses in the November elections.
Thus the future of this president
seems to be up in the air for now.
One thing is for sure. The nation's
attention Is riveted on Washington.
When the Starr report hit the
Internet last Friday, the number of
people downloading It slowed the
Net down all over the country. .
Internet polls have been getting
40,000 or more responses. The
eyes of America, indeed the world,
are watching history.

computer anywhere In t h e

world.
He said the upgrades are
underway
and
moving
quickly. "As fast as we can
pull it off, (we'll have the
system in place)" he. said.
Zaffke
said
all
the
improvements are designed
a s services to the student
body, to give them more and
better choices. "We're J u s t
creating options," he said,
"so people can have all the
options they're used to, and
any program they prefer."

Suzanne calls for a higher
moral standard.
Read her column on Page 8

Gaetano's
Italian-American Cafe

THIRD ANNUAL
1998
CHARITY GOLF TOURNAMENT
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16" PIZZA
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W A R D S ROAD ACROSS FROM AIRPORT
MOHiMT 11AM-10PM SUN N0ON-9PM

Welcome Back Students!
We're
Lynchburg's
WE SELL "SNO" ALL SUMMER LONG!Original and Best
Featuring:
Real SNO!

ama
S NO-SHACK
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Over 100 flavors

2 Locations: Off Memorial Avenue (by the Lynchburg
Library) and in the Timberlake Plaza.
Store Hours: Monday - Thursday 2:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Friday 2 - 10 p.m. Sat. 12 - 10 p.m. Sun. 1-9 p.m.

HHELP THE CHILDREN

*Don't be fooled by
imitations*

Help the children, a ministry of
WORLDA/fiL/*, was founded on
the principle that one person can
make a difference...even if it is
in the life of only one child. Help
the Children sponsors provide
food, clothing, education and
medical attention for needy
children all over the world for
only $20 a month.
To date, this local ministry has
provided sponsorship for over
1,000 children and has donated
4.8 million dollars in medical
supplies worldwide.

How Can YOU get
involved?
Sponsor a team...$300
(4 golfers) *AMATEURS ONLY
Sponsor a cart...$100
Sponsor a hole.$500
Sponsor the driving range
range...$l,000
or

UP

Date: October 2,1998
Place: London Downs golf course
Time: 11:30 a.m.

A CHANCF TO WTNIIII
Prizes include:
$1,200 in cash prizes
1st place team ~ $800
2nd place team ~ $400
non-cash prizes will also be awarded.

HOLE-IN-ONE PBIZFS
*1998 Buick Century
(sponsored by Jim Martin Buick)
*Maxf li Torque Irons
*4 Days~3 Nights Sandestin, FL
*2 Round trip tickets to
Germany.
*Free T-shirt for every player
4 a sleeve of Titliest golf balls.
PLEASE REGISTER BY
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25
for more information call

525-4657 ext. 121
Your participation will ultimately touch the lives of needy
children all around the world!
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Perennial parking problems
may be nearing a solution

50s hangout
"hops" with
big crowds of
LU customers
BY JENNIFER PAUIES

Champion Reporter

LUPD chief
urges students
to be patient
B Y CHRISTAL THOMPSON
Champion Reporter
Liberty University s t u d e n t s
are coping with various parking
adjustments this semester.
Since the beginning of the
school year there have been
several changes made
in
University
parking.
The
changes have spurred both
positive and negative reactions.
One change, involving only
freshmen s t u d e n t s , is the
parking area on campus for

them. The P-16 parking lot
near David's Place has been
designated as freshman parking and houses many freshmen's vehicles.
The Liberty University Police
Department has also changed
another parking policy on
Liberty's campus. LUPD h a s
increased the hours that students will be allowed to park in
the blue diamond-marked faculty parking spaces.
The department is now allowing students to park in the blue
diamonds until 5 a.m. on weeknights. This time extension
affords dorm and town students
the opportunity to work In the
computer lab longer, with more
convenient parking and with no
risk of a ticket.
The changes have Initiated

varied feedback from both onand off-campus students.
"There are still not many
spaces here on campus adequate
for
upperclassmen,"
remarked Lorl Boyle, a sophomore dorm student. "Parking
here Is a ... problem," agreed
senior commuter student HeidiLynn Greutman.
Nevertheless, under the leadership of Donald Sloan, LU
chief of police, there have been
great strides taken to aid in
solving the parking dilemma.
"There is adequate b u t not necessarily convenient parking,"
Sloan remarked.
Among the strides taken in
parking-related areas this year
include improvements to the P16 lot. It h a s been updated to
better aid students while trav-

eling back and forth from their
parked vehicles.
The David's Place parking lot
has been equipped with more
lighting for safety and new sidewalks for convenience. Many
students have also utilized
LUPD's escort service, offered
throughout the school year.
There is also a parking lot
being designed for the new
Dorm 3 3 . This addition should
improve parking in the dormitory area. The set-up of the
parking lot should be complete
by Oct. 1.
There are also tentative
future endeavors being discussed by President J o h n
Borek, Jr. and the Board of
Trustees.
These
changes
should further alleviate parking woes. Some suggestions

include a parking deck and the
concrete paving of both gravel
lots.
The LUPD is open to suggestions to help solve parking
Inconveniences. Students have
responded with
proposals,
some feasible and some not.
"I think after 4:30 p.m. the
s t u d e n t s should be able to
park in the unused red diamonds," suggested senior commuter student Travis Druck.
Sloan stressed the need for
student patience. The foundational problem in creating new
parking is a lack of finances,
he said.
"We are working with the
money the Lord h a s provided.
The t h r u s t of the university is
instruction and
teaching,"
Sloan concluded.

Prayer
power
impacts
The Masterpiece
lives during SEW
continued Jhmi Page 1
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They went to the Vines
Center and prayed over every
seat in the building. Then they
gathered to do the same over
the pulpit.
"The prayer emphasis Is far
greater this week t h a n it has
ever been before," Carson said.
Friday night, students held
an all night meeting in the
prayer chapel, asking specifically for Spiritual Emphasis
week.
Attendance averaged
a b o u t 200 s t u d e n t s every
hour, reaching 500 at 2 a.m.
The requests did not stop
when Spiritual Emphasis week
started. As students streamed
forward during the invitations,
speakers asked the ones in
their s e a t s to intercede for
those coming forward, for
those they knew who were
unsaved or needed to get their
hearts right with God.
"To you in your seats, we
need prayer warriors right
now," said Gage during one
evening's invitation.
At the end of the services,
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GRACE TO THE HUMBLE — LU students pack the altar after
one of last week's SEW services

There Is a new hangout
t h a t Liberty students, those
on campus as well as off,
can now enjoy. At The Hop,
located a t 2827 Candlers
.Mountain Road, officially
opened Tuesday, Sept. 8 a t
11 a.m.
It is a new r e s t a u r a n t
chain, with
Lynchburg*
being Its first location. The
restaurant was packed with
Liberty
students
after
church
let
out
on
Wednesday night and Uie
traffic didn't let up until
1:30 am.
Jeff Burns is general manlager of At The Hop and Robert
Mlmvllle is the assistant manager. There are 53 employees,
most of whom are Liberty
University students.
According to Burns, the
restaurant
originated
because, while there are so
many fast food places in
town, none really cater
specifically to s t u d e n t s .
They wanted a place where
the c u s t o m e r could sit
down and relax.
At The Hop is unique In
the fact t h a t it Is centered
around a 50s theme. The
Waitresses are dressed in
white shirts, long poodlelike skirts and wear socks
a n d sneakers.
The waiters are dressed
in white shirts and jeans.
There are neon lights, guit a r s a n d pictures of old
movie stars and singers all
around. And, of course, a
50s r e s t a u r a n t would not
be complete w i t h o u t a
jukebox.
With regards to the food,
there Is something for
everyone. There are hamburgers,
cheeseburgers
a n d a vegetarian burger
called " J u s t t h e F a c t s ,
Ma'am." There Is also food
named

students were asked to pray
"Pray that all those who walk
for the days remaining. "Pray through these doors unsaved
t h a t everyone who walks will w a n t to be saved."
through these doors will feel
As the h u n d r e d s of people
the presence of God in this who came forward each night
place," said SEW music leader can testify, God does indeed
Eric Lovett.
answer prayer.

SHAWN ELD RIDGE

GRAND REOPENING — Students inaugurate the allnew David's Place at the unveiling Saturday. The event
crowned a summer-long renovation effort by Student Life.

University of Virginia

Minority Career Day
Tuesday* October l O , 1 9 9 8
9 AN- 1
Transportation will be provided.
' Limited seating available.
To get prepared...

Resume Workshop
September 1 7 , 1 9 9 8 at 8 PM
Career Center, DH 102

"I a t t e n d e d t h e C a r e e r Day last year
and m e t r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s from IBM;
w h o later flew m e t o N e w York
t w i c e for interviews and they m a d e
t h r e e , substantial j o b offers."
-Anika Charles, 1998 LU G r a d
For more

Interview Workshop

info, call

October 1 9 , 1 9 9 8 at 8 PM
DeMoss Hall 137
Workshops conducted by Karla Griffin, LU Caraaf Canter Coordinator

Send yo
famil
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Information
X2124
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or stop by

A DIVISION OF STUDENT DEVELOPMENT

Dorm 13

Miss Appomattox County
Scholarship festivaC
Tageant

The Miss Appomattox County Scholarship
Festival Committee is accepting applications for its
1999 pageant. The Miss Appomattox County Pageant is
a preliminary to the Miss Virginia and Miss America
Pageants. The Pageant will be held on November 14,
1998, young women age 17-24 are eligible to complete.
To obtain further information or an application, contact
R. Edward Delapp at 804-384-6291, if no answer
please leave a message. The application deadline is
October 2, 1998.
w
Miss Appomattox 1998 jnner and runner-ups will receive partial scholar^Reginia Mc Farland ships to Liberty University.
!

For More
Call

582-2688

so-rvgs.
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Why should I
attend this
Career Day?

aitfeT , 5 0 s

such a s "Ain't Nothin' b u t a
Hound Dog," "hove Me
Tenders." and
"Rockin*
Robin Chicken."
According to B u r n s the
r e s t a u r a n t does not use
frozen meat. In fact, its hot
dogs come from a store
called Kaspers. located in
California. The store only
delivers by plane, and
because the cost Is so
expensive, restaurants on
the East Coast do not order
from them.
"At The Hop is the only
r e s t a u r a n t e a s t of the
Mississippi t h a t carries
these hot dogs," said
Burns. The restaurant will
only use brand, names like
Ben a n d J e r r y ' s
and
Baskln Robblns Ice cream.
Future plans
include
opening another restaurant,
and eventually getting Into
the catering service.
But
for now the owners are busy
getting this restaurant off
and running;
its hours are from 11 a.m.
to 2 a.m. every day, and its
website is www.at the
hop.com. The website also
contains a discount coupon
for those who visit the site..

#

Why all the dollar
signs you say? Well,
you can have your
share of dollars by
placing an inexpensive
ad in the Classified
and selling your merchandise for big bucks.

582-2124
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JESSICA
MILLER

The Value of a
Family

F

amily. The word is
used in so many different ways.
"We're family," a b a n k
advertisement
proclaims.
"We're here for you."
Another ad, this time for a
local car dealership, insists
that they'll "treat you like
one of our own."
These warm, friendly invitations beckon every listening ear, offering a chance to
buy acceptance and fulfillment for only $2,900 down,
with $250 a month.
Yet the "family" these ads
claim to provide lacks the
1 common denominator vital
to success: love, the deepdown, personal, I-love-youno-matter-what kind, found
only in the true sense of the
word "family."
Right a b o u t now, many
newcomers may be experiI encing a small, dull ache in
the pit of the stomach
known as "homesickness."
This illness can strike without warning, with symptons
such as lonely evenings, a
pocketbook-breaking phone
bill,
and
sentimental
thoughts of little siblings. It
is epidemic, especially near
the beginning of each semester.
This feeling may be novel
to those new to dormitory
living. Quite suddenly, Mom
and Dad aren't the ones
greeting you at the breakfast
table a n d Rover d o e s n ' t
come bounding at the sound
of your key in the door.
I Long-awaited
indepenl dence seems to have lost I
\ tVvat tantalizing, a r o m a of \
freedom and h a s i n s t e a d
taken on the odor of sour
milk.
The u n d e r s t a n d i n g of a
family's importance is one of
the most significant realizations of going away to college. Every semester t h a t
realization grows stronger.
Of course, we all miss the
loads of laundry Mom so
kindly labored over, b u t
what about all the h o u r s she
spent listening to your tearful renditions of your latest
b r e a k - u p ? Or what a b o u t
the late nights with Dad,
struggling to finish t h a t
impossible
chemistry
assignment?
The value of these sacrifices seems* to double with
their absence.
But now independence is
ours, with family and friends
h u n d r e d s , and in some
cases, t h o u s a n d s of miles
away.
While searching for a remedy for the common illness
of h o m e s i c k n e s s , look no
furthe*r than the many student leaders that reside on
campus.
Believe it or not. the leadership teams here at Liberty
can provide the much-needed balm for this illness of
the heart. Resident assistants, spiritual life directors
and prayer leaders have all
committed to serving the
s t u d e n t body, specifically
the s t u d e n t s who reside in
the dorms.
Students
who
commit
themselves to l e a d e r s h i p
positions provide a framework for successful campus
living.
Whether leading a prayer
group or planning a social
activity, RAs, SLDs, a n d
prayer leaders are there to
provide a s s i s t a n c e when
Mom can't provide moral
support.
Take advantage of this
responsibility, for many stu-*
dent leaders are willing to
help find a solution when
times are rough.
Your prayer leader may
not
have
freshly-baked
chocolate chip cookies and
milk waiting on the able
when you walk in the door,
but they will make time to
help a fellow s t u d e n t when
difficult situations require a
sensitive ear.
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JUST DESERT — (left)
On Aug. 14, 1998, a
cake-cutting ceremony
was held in the Executive Dining Hall at
Liberty University for
friends and family of
George Rogers. The
young George Rogers
as he appeared at the
end of his ordeal
(below).

; ;

Liberty's own receives recognition
after years of military service

much God took care of him. At the
time, he believed In God, but he was
Life! Reporter
not saved.
"In my mind, it was not hopeless
soldier eats what may be his only meal of the day,
a simple bowl of rice, not knowing if he will make because I was content that if God
it to the next meal. His lips are cracked and wanted me to live, I would," said
chapped. He cannot remember how long it has been Rogers.
After over two years" of Imprisonsince he had a drink of cold water. The enemy is all
around him. If he so much as looks the wrong way, his ment in the Philippines, Rogers had
captors may decide to end his life without blinking an a chance to move to J a p a n .
Thinking that nothing could be
eye.
George Rogers, former chief financial officer of Liberty worse than the Philippines, he volUniversity, was this young soldier, who found himself unteered for the first ship to
Fukuoka, Japan.
facing death every day in the Philippines.
However, the young soldier did
A young, inexperienced office clerk who had received
a draft notice for Aug. 28. 1941, Rogers did not want the not make it on the first ship because
stigma associated with draftees. However, he enlisted American troops torpedoed it,,,
killing almost everyone on board.
immediately on the advice of a recruitment officer.
'That was just another indication
Along with six other men. Rogers joined the combat
chemical company, which was separate from the that God was in control of my life,"
said Rogers.
infantry.
Amazingly, not one of the
After the bombing of >
1,500 men shipped to
Pearl
Harbor,
the
Fukuoka died on the 18Japanese launched an
day trip. Once in Japan,
attack
on
the
Rogers was assigned to
Philippines,
exactly
shovel Iron ore Into smeltwhere Rogers was staing furnaces at a slave
tioned. His officers were
camp.
told to retreat to the
jungle and into Bataan.
- George Rogers
In early August
The men slept in
1945,
the
Americans
Bataan survivor
tents and ate half
dropped the first atomic
rations because of the stark condtions. But, Rogers was bomb on Hiroshima. The second
lucky, and he was not assigned combat duties.
target for the atomic bomb was the
After many days of battle, the Allied forces had to sur- slave camp steel mill where Rogers
Coi'RTESY OF GEORGE ROGERS
render. The Japanese militia forced the Allies, including worked, but because the day was
Rogers' battalion, to march from the tip of Bataan to overcast, the American pilots missed their target. By Rogers received three special honors.
San Fernando, a distance of 120 kilometers, with only God's providence, it was not bombed until a later date.
Carl Hutcherson, vice-mayor of Lynchburg, declared
one bowl of rice each morning and night.
Rogers witnessed the devastation of the bombings in Aug. 14 George Rogers Day. Steve Newman, a Virginia
Rogers explained that those who completed the Japan when he was taken to Nagasaki, which was the\ state senator, commended Rogers on behalf of the State
march were in "fairly good shape."
second target for an atomic bomb. While in Nagasaki, Senate and Dr. Borek, president of Liberty University,
"Of the 10,000 men that made the march, the statis- Rogers met up with the Red Cross, was taken onto a "presented Rogers with a doctorate of humanities and
tics that we received were (that) about 7,000 either died British aircraft carrier and was transported to Okinawa. declared him Liberty University president for the day.
on the march or died in concentration camps during the After three and a half years as a prisoner of war, George
'"We should always honor those who have given of
months to follow," said Rogers.
Rogers was on his way home.
themselves and who have stayed steadfast honoring
Those who survived the march were transported by
Following a brief stop in San Francisco, he rode a God, family and country," Borek said. "As we reflect
train car to Camp O'Donnell.
hospital train to Clinton, Iowa, where he spent six upon the greatest blessings of this country, we should
During the four-month stay at the camp, Rogers dug months in recuperation. At this time he was 6-foot-3- be mindful of those who sacrificed so much of their lives
graves for 1,600 American soldiers who died from inches and weighed only 85 pounds.
so that we can enjoy freedom. Mr. Rogers is such a permalaria, dysentery and malnutrition.
Doctors predicted that he would not be able to have son and it Is an honor to have shared part of my life
After the stay at Camp O'Donnell, the men were children, would lose his hair, teeth and eyesight and with him."
moved to Cabanatuan, a town 30 miles north of Manila, would die by age 50. It was also recommended that he
Rogers learned many things as a Prisoner of War, "Do
where for two years the men faced amebic dysentery.
not attend school. Yet, against all odds, he graduated one day at a time the best you can and do that for the
Rogers was misdiagnosed with the deadly disease. He from college with honors, married and had five children. glory of the Lord. That's my philosophy and that's the
was placed with other sick men for six months, until the
Recently a video was made about his experience in way I live."
Japanese realized a mistake had been made.
World War II entitled, "Beyond Bataan: The George
Liberty Broadcasting Network will air the video this
Looking back on the situation, Rogers realizes how Rogers Story." On Aug. 14, at its premiere viewing, fall on Channel 19.
B Y MARIANNE GILLESPIE
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"In my mind, it was not
hopeless because I was
content that if God wanted me to live, I would."

Liberty students travel far and away
B Y TARA W I L L I A M S

Life! Reporter

H

ave you ever wanted to
experience different cultures? Have you ever wondered how other economies compare to the United States? If so,
there is an opportunity waiting for
you with Liberty's school of business and government.
Dr. Robert Adkins, dean of the
school of b u s i n e s s and government,
is offering
a
15-day
European tour with an optional
two-day extension to Italy.
During the tour, which is organized by Educational Foundation
Tours (EF), s t u d e n t s will discover
many p o p u l a r cities, including
London, Paris, Lucerne, Florence
and Rome. S t u d e n t s may also
extend their trip to visit Pompeii
and the Isle of Capri.
The tour will begin on May 17,
1999, with an overnight flight to
Great Britain. The first stop is
London, the former home of
Rudyard Kipling. Covent Gardens ,
which was used as the backdrop
for the opening scene in "My Fair
A Whole New World — Notre Dame is one of the
Lady", is also located in the city.
highlights of the European tour. Liberty University stu The group will also see many popdents have an opportunity to travel to Europe this May ular places like Big Ben and the
House of Parliament in London.
as an expansion of their academic experience.
S t u d e n t s will then continue on

to Paris where they will spend
three days visiting Notre Dame,
the Eiffel Tower and other attraction. After Paris, s t u d e n t s will
travel to the Lucerne Region of
Switzerland to visit historical cities
with the towering Alps as a backdrop.
Senior Natalie Feight was a
member of the LU tour group in
1998.
"1 loved going," she said. "Paris
was the highlight of the trip. It's
j u s t as romantic as the storybooks
say."
More beautiful scenery will follow as the tour moves on to
Florence, Italy, the home of
Giotto's Bell Tower and the Piazza
del Duomo.
From Florence, s t u d e n t s will
then travel to Rome, where they
will see many popular sights such
as ' the Sistine Chapel and the
Roman Coliseum.
Students then have two options.
T h e y m a y fly back to the United
State's, or choose a two day extension to visit Pompeii and the Isle of
Capri.
During the day, the trips will
consist of guided bus tours. At
night, s t u d e n t s will be allowed to
experience the night life of each
city.
"There are no curfews, but students are expected to be on an

honor code and follow "The Liberty
Way" behavioral wise," Dr. Adkins
said.
Dr. Adkins h a s led European
tours for the past 12 years. He has
taken s t u d e n t s on several different
types of t o u r s , including this
"supertour." Having t a k e n this
tour twice before, Adkins stated
that this trip is one of the most
popular.
"This world's global economy will
have a significant effect on their
career," Dr. Adkins said. This is
the main reason why he plans the
annual European tour.
Adkins also feels that any students planning a business or government career should understand
the n u a n c e s of international business firsthand.
S t u d e n t s interested in this
supertour should fill out an appli i
cation in the school of business
and government located in DeMoss
Hall Room 101.
The (leadline to sign up for the
tour is Sept. 30. Dr. Adkins said
that he has 25 s t u d e n t s currently
signed up and will stop accepting
applications alter BOjyople.
The program f e e ™ $1750. It
includes round trip airfare, hotels,
all meals except lunch, a bilingual
EF Tour Director and
intercity
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n and sightseeing
tours led by licensed local guides.
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"Return to Innocence" by Shawn Lldgridgc,

The beating of distant drums pulses through my veins
I am consumed by the enormity of regelating sounds
I clasp the rhythm between my fingers
Only to have it escape me
I try again
Closing my hands to contain it
It must be recaptured at its every pulsing
My arms wish a chance to experience the chase
They beat the rhythm around in the air
A small sucess has been gained but not to satisfaction
My feet join in the fight, stomping the sounds into incxplainablc
immensity
My heart beats to the chorus of the ages requiring total surrender
I am but a puppet of sound
Control is beyond reach
My body strives to wreak severe vengence on the sound which
entraps it
To no avail
I will continue my symphony of movement
I must dance

It was when I came close to pausing
The moments I intended to use in
retrieving my laudry from the clothesline
The fog that business "tends to create" cleared
And I saw the sky surrendering to night.
Past evening, the remainders of hints at
Sunlight now banished,
Greyish white shapes of
Cottony clouds being pulled apart
Strewn across sections of black blue,
purple blue, then grey blue, from
west to cast...
Not ail outrageously gorgeous night,
But these few minutes my laundry
continued to hang in the cool, quiet air
I whispered word paintings of what I saw
and what it brought to mind.
The ordinary featured sky, silly shaped
outlines of trcetops on my nearest horizon,
spots and squares and rays of lights
from windows, porches, walkways
And a lonely, flickering star; either
there were no others, or its inconsistent
brilliance blinded me to any other

Sophomore

Lisa Cone
Junior

Chris Winkler
Sophomore

'Paper" by Nicci Newton
Junior

Taryn Blake
Junior
His Grace

i n

UGI
"WY2K"
by Nicci
Newton
Junior

Hey you!
If you're an artist, poet,
or photographer with a
work or two you would
like to share with others,
stop by the Liberty
Champion office in DH
110 and introduce yourself. Don't forget to bring
a sample piece with you.

the product of a million yesterdays
that each one did
have a beginning
in the east
the race of the giant star
burning across
the lightless daytime
sky

do we really live
here,
dwelling in this place
of good intentions
a thing that
suffered the perversion
of humanity

I am nothing,
And You arc everything.
When I move away,
You beg me to stay.
Friends will cause my heart to burn,
But from me, You will never turn.
You have given so much to me.
Help me to return enough to Thee.
David Herford
Freshman

"Unfaithful" by Thomas Loving, Senior

Glory...
Today is not
the same as yesterday
tho the sun rose to
the same familiar sky

I do not deserve Your grace,
Nor the smile of Your face.
The Lamb for me You gave.
You alone can save.

one day will
come that the
sun will rise
upon virgin beauty
once again
that day the west will fade
and the moon and stars
will fall from their places
to rest eternally
and the Immortals
will lift a song
of praise
to the creator
of all things
singing this glorious tapestry.

David J. Greshel
Sophomore
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Luckily, they're aft out of
Lucky Charms
There have been many changes at Liberty University in recent times. Among
these are the new dorms, a renovated David's Place and plans for a new food
court on campus. However, we feel that some things are just better the way
they were, especially the Marrlot cereal section.
Consistency is an Important part of our otherwise chaotic college life. At a
time when all our friends are busy typing papers, bur parents are thousands
of miles away and our world seems like a fragmented puzzle, small consistent
cies are appreciated.
The cereal section, which has remained faithfully situated in the corner of
the cafeteria1 has been renovated and transplanted. Gone are the days of scoopJng Lucky Charms from a plastic container; Welcoltne to a n updated version Of
breakfast.
Now the sugar-coated, carbohydrate cravltig cafeteria visitors turn a khob
and receive their portioned morning nutrients. Couldn't we Just have our falthiful scoops back?
Also, a consistent selection ctf creraal wotilo! be appreciated. For those of us
who have routinely eaten Life cereal every morning of our lives, any interruption in that schedule is annoying. If the cereal bin is labeled Life, please have
Life in it. If it's labeled Lucky Charms, please supply the Lucky Charms. We
don't appreciate playing the guessing game at breakfast.
Thank you Marriot for attempting to improve our meal times, Just be careful
with our cereaL

Treat DP like your home
away from home
The new David's Place or newly named "DP" Is ail that It was hyped up to be
and more. Dean Mike Stewart said "you'd watch (students) mouths drop open
when they walked in." According to a student reaction survey taken by the DP
staff, some of the most frequently used words were "WOW!" "TNCREDIBLET and
"AWESOMEI"
With plush couches focused on televisions, pool tables, computers filled with
games such as Pac-Man and flight simulators and a newly improved Cafe @
\ . David's Place menu, the recreation center te like a home away from home. One
I visitor said, "I don't even go to school here, but I wish we had something like this
at Virginia Tech."
Wheh students walk into DP, it's like walking into every kid's dream houses
"It's nicer then anything we've had on campus," remarked Dean Stewart. There is
certainly no excuse for boredom, unless of course this dream land should pass
away.
J u s t like any place, DP needs to be treated with respect There should be no
rough housing or bouncing off the walls. Students need to keep the food off the
computers and refrain from stealing the billiard balls for kicks. "The better (students) take care of it, thelonger It will last,* Stewart said
Students need to remember, if they^ would not do it at their house, then they
shouldn't do It here. The renovations were a gift, and s o for this reason, It is
important for students to treat DP with courtesy so they will always have a place
to escape to.
When home is hours away and the next break is not for five weeks, DP
is t h e ultimate haven to retreat to, so let's make it last.

Quotes of the week...
"He brings princes to naught and reduces the rulers of the earth to nothing.
No sooner are they planted, no sooner are they sown, no sooner do they take
root In the ground than he blows On them and they whither, and a whirlwind
sweeps them away like chaff."
— Isaiah 40:23-24
In a court trial against Peter Zenger, Alexander Hamilton defended "the cause
of liberty ... the liberty both of expostog and opposing arbitrary power .. by
speaking and writing truth."
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Liberty Champion Policies
The Liberty Champion encourages
members of the community to submit
letters to the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words
and must be typed and signed. Letters
appearing in the Liberty Forum do not
necessarily represent the views of the
Champion's editorial board or Liberty
University.
Also, all articles, except editorials,
bear the endorsement of the author,
solely.
All material submitted becomes the
property of the Liberty Champion. The
Champion reserves the right to accept,
reject or edit any letter received,
according to the Champion stylebook,
taste and the Liberty University mission statement. The deadline for letters
is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Please address letters to "Editor,
Champion" and drop them off in DH
110 or mall to: Liberty Champion,
Liberty University, 1971 University
Blvd., Lynchburg, VA 24506.

Preparing to say "I do!"
A popular complaint around cam- culty of sticking to their commitpus is, "As soon as I ask a girl out, ments.
Spiritual Emphasis Speaker Scott
she expects me to marry her." In fact,
one of Dr. Danny Lovett's favorite Camp even commented on the fact
proof texted Jokes is " ... she Is at lib- the Christians will come forward to
recommit their lives to Christ when
erty to be married ... (1 Cor. 7:39)"
For, this reason, many guys are some "loud evangelist" comes to town.
hesitant to ask girls out and new But, by the end of the week, they have
comers are puzzled by the dating returned to their old ways and their
decision is only a memory.
scene (or lack thereof) at LU.
During the night of prayer at the
In the world's eyes, it is a curiosity.
Why are there so many good looking prayer chapel, one RA prayed, "Lord, I
students who spend their weekends thank you that all these students
with their "friends?" Why are college have come to pray, but where will
kids passing up the opportunity to they be next Friday? Lord, please
date some of the most eligible adults make this revival lasting."
According to Campus Pastor Rob
of this generation at LU?
These questions are not hard to fig- Jackson, over 500 students were at
ure out. This campus is engaged to the chapel in the hour between 2-3
Christ. It makes perfect sense that a.m. Over 40 people were saved by
many students do not waste their Sunday and 18 football players
time on a dating scene that tends to accepted Christ on Monday.
It Is incredible what can happen
be consumed with lust, obsession,
when Christians are focused on
possession, distracUon and so on.
All couples do not follow this belief: Christ. If only the commitments that
however, many students avoid the are made during this week would last
temptations that accompany casual throughout the year. Much like the
"Spirit
of
Christmas,"
dating, it also follows that
Spiritual
Emphasis
usually
when a boy /girlfriend Is on
tends to be an annual comsomeone's mind, then Christ
mitment.
usually takes the back
The Bible clearly states,
burner.
"Do not break your oaths,
This Is not true in every
but keep the oaths you have
case, but it Is certainly diffimade to the Lord." When
cult to keep focused on God
Christians commit their lives
while fogging up the win- SUZANNE
to Christ, it must be based
dows of a car. Plus, where is M C D U F F I E
all this kissing leading to, If — _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ on conviction not emotion.
Emotions are like a roller
the person who is receiving
the affection may very well be dating coaster that weave in and out of stability. However, conviction is groundsomeone else In a month or so?
It is not fair for Christians to waste ed in the unwavering word of God.
If Christians are truly committed to
time and affection on a fleeting relationship, while God is always there, their engagement with Christ, then
eager to accept their love. As part of they will stand committed to the stanthe church, Christians are engaged to dards set before them In God's word.
Christ and their time on earth is sup- Some say that in "gray" areas such as
posed to be a preparation for mar- dating, everyone must establish
his/her own standards.
riage.
However, marriage on earth is symIn Rev. 19:7-8 it says, "... For the
wedding of the Lamb has come, and bolic of the groom that awaits
His bride has made herself ready. Christians in heaven. The filling
Fine linen, bright and clean, was mankind receives in marriage can
given her to wear." The fine linen only begin to compare to the complete
s t a n d s for righteous acts and if filling, that contentment, that God's
Christians are defiling themselves in children will experience in heaven.
If Christians will save not only their
these unpure relationships, how can
they expect Christ to say, "Well done, bodies, but their hearts and even
thou good and faithful servant (Matt. their kisses for their earthly mates,
then that marriage night will not be
25:21)?"
From the moment Christians accept defiled. There will be no comparing of
Christ into their lives, they become this lover to another in the past. The
engaged. When they replace J e s u s marriage night will be completely
with someone else, then they have pure and Christians will have an awestopped putting on their fine linen. some glimpse of heaven.
Many students are Just waiting for
Preparing to marry J e s u s Christ is a
this taste of heaven. If this means
life-long commitment.
When students say, "I'm dating that they won't date anyone, except
God," they are often mocked. Not the person they intend to marry, then
because, what they are saying is that is the sacrifice of experiencing
ridiculous, but because of the diffi- perfection in God's will.

Mr. President,
For our country's
sake, please resign.
In LaCrosse, Wis., folks have changed
their minds. During late January in this
small, predominately Democratic town,
the people swarmed the streets to greet
their president
Even after allegations that the president had committed adultery with intern
Monica Lewinsky, these people still rallied in support of their president. "It's
Just his personal life and stuff," they told
reporters
Now, as they sit and talk In the local
diners and In gas stations and at the
workplace, their
tone has changed.
Those who were
proud of their
leader are now discouraged. Those
who waved flags
and held banners
and screamed as
President Clinton
stepped on a deco- JENNIFER
rated podium now PILLATH
nod their heads in • • •
disapproval. They
have lost part of what America has
become. They have lost part of their
dream for America. They have lost part of
their national pride.
Our founding fathers knew the importance of a strong leader in a democracy.
In 1774, as the structural design of the
United States of America was still in the
planning processes, Thomas Jefferson
stated, "The whole art of government
consists in the art of being honest." We
have already seen leaders in their dishonesty, and we have watched them fall,
but we have always hoped for something
better for our nation.
President Clinton Is a public servant.
He Is in office to better our nation, to
make our foundry workers and our car
dealers and our computer engineers
successful on an economic level. He is
in office to hear what we as a people
need. He Is in office to continually
improve what Thomas Jefferson and
Benjamin Franklin and Roger Sherman
began. He was not elected to destroy
our democracy.
President Clinton, as a voting citizen of
this country, I am asking you to resign.
My reasoning for this request are obvious. If you love this nation as much as
the men who died for it in the Civil War
and In Vietnam and In Desert Storm, you
would know that our nation needs some
dignity. We need to move on, we need to
restore what you have already destroyed.
It would be Ignorant to assume that all
of America's citizens feel this way. But,
the percentage points are slipping away
from you Mr. Clinton. In a Gallup poll
taken this weekend, 57 percent of the
people surveyed believe that impeachment is needed in the case, that the allegations are indeed true. After months of
positive Job ratings, people are beginning
to realize that this isn't Just a "private
matter".
In a release from the White House's
counsel, President Clinton's lawyers stated in their now all-too-common defense
that the president has made a mistake
and has admitted it Within the Clinton
defense, the argument states that what
the president did does not amount to an
Impeachable action. "(Impeachment) was
never designed to allow a political body to
force a president from office for a very
personal reason," reads the rebuttal.
But as the people of LaCrosse have
already realized, this public servant has
destroyed part of the American dream
with his "private actions."
In the Gettysburg Address, President
Abraham Lincoln stated that this government was "of the people, by the people, for the people, and should not perish
from this earth."
If America is to last and remain a government for the people, we now need a
drastic change.
Please, President Clinton, let our
nation heal.

"What did you learn the most from
Spiritual Emphasis week?"
"It's time that we stop
playing games with
God and get serious."

"It's the little things
In life that really
show you're a
Christian."

— Rob Pllkerton,
Fr., Maryland

— Krlssy Koval,
Fr,. North Dakota

"Humbling yourself
before God, realizing
the extreme of what
Jesus did for me."

"It renewed my desire
to witness to my lost
family members."

"... it reminded me
that there's a solution
to every problem with
God."

- Jay Witosky,
Fr., Pennsylvania

— Jennifer Robinson,
Jr., Pennsylvania

— Jamal Saba,
Jr., Israel

"How to live a better
life for Christ."
— Kendra Lytch,
Sr., New Jersey

Photos by Ainara Ixliuon
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COMMENTARY
America's newly found
moral crisis threatens all
BY J O H N FERGUSON

"wrong track morally."
More and more, moral decline
is being discussed by the main"It was the best of times, It stream secular media outlets.
was the worst of times, It was The newly found moral crisis
the age of wisdom, it was the age has been a hot topic for the late
of foolishness ..."
night political talk shows.
Charles Dickens wrote those Liberty's own Dr. Jerry Falwell
words when describing late was a frequent guest on many of
1770s France In his novel, "A these shows discussing this criTale of Two Cities." Given the sis.
current state of America, history
Recognition of this moral crivery well may use those words sis, by the political left and
again to describe this nation in mainstream America, is refreshthe 1990s.
— — _ .
Many would say
that America Is one of
the greatest nations
in modern history. It
Is difficult to refute
America's place a s
one
of the world's
superpowers.
America's economy Is
thriving, for she is leading the ing. However, two questions
world statistically. Her chief remain; "What caused this sudrivals, Russia and J a p a n , are in den awakening," and "What will
serious economic peril.
Americans do about It?"
America continues to grow.
Unfortunately, it is not today's
Her colleges are among the best, news that America h a s been in
and h e r technology expands moral decline. Citizens have
rapidly from one year to the been willingly murdering 1.5
next.
million babies every year since
In spite of all of her success, 1973.
many Americans feel that there
Half of all marriages end in
is a moral decline. According to divorce, a n d t h e new "cool"
a poll conducted by t h e
thing to do among teenagers is
Claremont Institute; 48 percent to shoot at crowds of their classof Americans feel citizens are on mates.
the "right track." But, 69 perThe spotlight h a s fallen on
cent feel that they are on the President Clinton's immoral
Champion Editorialist

actions. But immorality does not
begin or end with the president
— he is merely a reflection of the
American people.
• So what will be done about
this crisis? The popular opinion
polls suggest nothing. While 81
percent feel that adultery is
"never morally right," the president's approval rating still remains above 60 percent. Many
Americans still feel that "as long
as he does his job, so what!"
Also, 61 percent of Americans
— — — think that homosexuality is al- right if
someone chooses that
lifestyle. Abortion on
demand is still viewed
as a right by many
Americans.
Those
facts don't give much
hope for a moral
1— return.
If America is to have its much
needed moral return, society
m u s t first acknowledge the
entire problem (not Just part of
the problem).
Also, Christians m u s t n o t
become discouraged. They must
obey the Great Commission and
practice Eph. 6 with their words
and actions.
Dr. Falwell told Larry King on
CNN, "America, in the last generation, has turned its back on
God. And I think Bill Clinton is
God's way of getting our attention." Christians need to pray for
America to listen up.

However, two questions remain;
"What caused this sudden
awakening," and "What will
Americans do about it?"
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What do you think? I ^ ^ t h e r you think Michigan is
slated to top this year's football season, or whether you
feel Virginia weatheris just too hot, let us know.
Address your letters to The Liberty Champion.
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Traffic madness arrives
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Copy Manager
You're on your way to work and running
way behind schedule. The driver infrontof
you makes it through the light just a s it's
turning yellow. You are now faced with a
dilemma. Do you stop for the red light guaranteeing that you'll be late for work: or do
you floor It and hope that no one Is looking?
Everybody's been there right? It's a tough
cjaJl to make. Well officials from the Federal
Highway Administration, Chrysler and the
American Trauma Society hopetomake that
decision a little easier.
Last week they kicked off "National Stop oft
Red Week**toWashington with hopes of making drivers more aware of the dangers of running red lights. Throughout the week, USA
Today, reported survey results comparing
red-light-running with drunken driving.
It appears that red-light-running Is a problem that is spreading a t epidemic proportions. "More than 25 percent of people have
run a red Hghttothe past two years, wMe
fewer than 10 percent have driven after
drinking too much alcohol* stated USA
•
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Today. That's rtghtf There are twice as many
red-light runners on die streets as there are
drunken drivers;
.:. . \
Big deal right? Who eares? Bettertorun a
red light than drive drunk ... Well, maybe
n o t Red-light-running is the leading cause
of death in urban automobile accidents, after
drunken driving. In fact, according to US&
Today, "Red-light runners cause about
100,000 crashes a year, killing 1,100 people
and injuring 90,000 others..
Not so funny now is it? Actually, on the
contrary, running a red light is a very serious
crime. So much attention has been given to
drunken driving thatit has diverted the public eye from art iss
Red-light runners are endangering lives
every day and voltes of their victims have
remained silenced until now. Thanks to
"National St^^^
izens are being made aware of the hazards
that await them on the American highways
and byways.
So to all of those present as well as future
red light runners, please have a care and be
aware, Ignorance isftolonger an excuse for
claiming Innocent lives.
•••••••
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Wednesday Thursday Friday
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
September 16-18
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The Time Has Finally Come!!

Hosanna Music and
New Life Books &Gifts
Present
Worship with Don Moen - God is Good
and
Ron Kenoly - Majesty
- s r n < •'

j :
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•;:;'''- ••'

Both Recorded LIVE at the
Liberty University Vine's Center
Available September 15th
»

The first 100 CD's of each title purchased receive an
autographed cover by either Don Moen or Ron Kenoly.

Cassette - $8.98
CD-$12.98
Video -$14.95
Limited Time Only

New Life Books & Gifts
4018 Wards Road
Airport Business Center
237-6031
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Lady Flames basketball hires
Ratcliff as new assistant coach
Championship titles.
When Ratcliff received the Job
as assistant coach, she didn't
have time to prepare. "I was Just
thrown in the water. The coaches
explained everything as we went
along. The help from Jerl and the
other coaches was in a way my
life raft," Ratcliff said.
In her first Job as an assistant
coach, Ratcliff will be in the
unique position of coaching her
former Lady Flame teammates.
"Many of the players looked

in keeping the Alumni up to date
with what is going on around
campus with the Lady Flames.
After playing for the Lady
Going into the 1999 season,
Flames basketball team for four
the Lady Flames will have to be
seasons, Tiffany Ratcliff will step
on their toes. "The competition
Into the role of assistant coach
will be tough. Everyone else Is
for Liberty this season. Ratcliff
now stepping up to become a
will replace Jerl Porter who
challenge . Nobody wants to be
departed after accepting the
beat by Liberty. Other teams are
head coaching position a t North
bringing in their big dogs to comAlabama
University.
Porter
pete with the Big South
served as a mentor and coach to
Champions," Ratcliff said.
Ratcliff during her playing years.
Now, after graduating with a
"Jerl was the one I would —
degree,
— communications
always ask a question to If I
Ratcliff plans on looking furhad any problems with any "I want to do what's best for
ther into her career in graphic
thing," Ratcliff said.
designing
and public relathe girls, because I really care
Ratcliff Is a native of
tions. "The two both work
Portsmouth, Va. were she for them."
hand and hand, because pubplayed basketball a t I.C.
lic relations is about every-Tiffany Ratcliff
Norcum High School. Ratcliff
thing I do with coaching,"
was a two-time all-district, —
_ Ratcliff said.
all-city member and district MVP up to me as a senior last year,
On
attending
Liberty
during her senior year. She was but with Klmmy and Irene, I University for four years, Tiffany
an Elementary education gradu- think they new I was a coach summarized her years in a
ated in 1998 and Is the youngest before
anything
changed," graceful way as a student and a
of Paul and Regina Ratcliffs Ratcliff said.
basketball player. "Quick. Some
three children.
Ratcliff will handle many points I wanted to go fast, like
During the 1998 season, responsibilities as an assistant preseason for example. Last seaRatcliff provided depth at the coach and will also serve a s a son was one to remember.
guard position for the Lady role model for the incoming Liberty University is not someFlames. Ratcliff was also one of freshman.
thing that a catalog, a videotape,
the team leaders, who possesed " I want to do what's best for the or a news paper can describe. It's
speed and quickness. She also girls,because I really care for something you have to experihelp lead the way for. the Lady them," Ratcliff said.
ence yourself. Its all about
Flames in their two Big South
She also has the responsibility receiving a degree through the
B Y TARANT JUDGE

Champion Reporter

POLLY HURTOON

PLAYER TURNED COACH - After playing four years for the Lady
Flames basketball team, Tiffany Ratcliff is ready to step in to coach.

1998-99 Men's B-ball
Oct. 31 Crossfire AAU #
No v. 10 Saudi Arabian
National Team #
Nov. 14 East Stroudsburg
Nov. 17 at St. Bonaventure
Nov. 21 Richmond
Nov. 24 Virginia Tech
Nov. 28 East Carolina
Dec. 2 at James Madison
Dec. 8 at Virginia
Dec. 12 at VCU
Dec. 16 at Southern Methodist
Dec 18 Augusta State
at Norfolk State
Jan. 4
.
7
Tusculum
Jan.
UNCAshevHIe*
Jan. 9
.
12
Winthrop
*
Jan.
Jan., 16 Coastal Carolina *
# — denotes exhibition game
indicates Big South conf. game

Jan. 18
Jan. 23
Jan. 27
Jan.30
Feb. 1
Feb. 6
Feb. 8
Feb. 11
Feb. 13
Feb. 17
Feb; 20
Feb.
24-27

•••

•>

Results and recaps
from Week 2 in
theNFL

Schedule

Charleston Southern *
at High Point *
at Eton *
Radford*
at Winthrop *
at Charleston Southern *
at Coastal Carolina *
Elon*
High Point*
at UNCAshevHIe *
at Radford*
at Big South Tournament
TBAAsheville Civic
Center, Ashevilte, N.C.

•!•••

or our founding f ^ f - K e r ' s snke M r . C|jryf-on, P L E K ESK3-N! Rend Jennifer r i f c f - W s column on p n ge 8,

B Y BRIAN HAGERMAN

Champion Reporter
Atlanta 17
Philadelphia 12
The Falcons are living up to their preseason vow by saying they wouldn't
start the season like they did last year.
They are 2-0 for the first time since
1986.
Cincinnati 3 4
Detroit 28 OT
Barry Sanders gained 185 yds. on
the ground, b u t Detroit's defense
couldn't stop Cincinnati QB Nell
O'Donnell. O'Donell threw for 303
yds. and 2 touchdowns.
Jacksonville 21 Kansas Cltv 16
Running back James Stewart led a
staggering Jaguar offense with 103
yards on the ground. The Jags special teams made a big contribution
scoring the decisive touchdown.
Miami 13 Buffalo 7
The Miami defense pounded Buffalo
QB Rob Johnson with 8 sacks.
New Orleans 19 Carolina 14
Danny Wuerffel got his chance to

DjLn

o=

— Continued from page 14

your choice F R E E

goals of the season against the
Tigers In the win.
"Today's victory was all about
togetherness playing as a team
and helping each other out there
on the field," senior forward
Gary Rlcketts said. The win also
gave the coaching staff the
opportunity to see the reserves.
"I got a chance to see some

Mindboggle
Video Arcade
River Ridge Mall
($1 value, with coupon, limit one per person per day)
EXP. 10/31/98

V

Champion Reporter
The Liberty men's basketball
team is ready to get the season
underway, now that head
coach
Mel
Hankinson
announced the official schedule for the 1998-99 season.
The Flames will host two exhibition games. On Oct. 3 1 , the
Flames will host Crossfire and
Nov. 10, the Saudi Arabian
National Team will visit the
Vines Center to battle with
Liberty. The season officially
begins Nov. 14 with the Flames
hosting East Stroudsburg.
This season's schedule features seven in-state opponents,
the most Liberty has ever had.
The Vines Center will play host
to Richmond on Nov. 2 1 , the
HoWes of Virginia Tech on Nov.
24 and Big South rival Radford
on Jan. 30. The Flames will travel to meet James Madison on
Dec. 2, Virginia on Dec. 8,
Virginia Commonwealth on Dec.
12 and Norfolk State on Jan.4.
Coach Hankinson seems very
excited with this years's schedule, because of the number of
contests with other Virginia
teams and the fact that the fans
Will get to see teams from the
Atlantic Coast Conference and
the Atlantic-10. Hankinson Is
looking to puild new rivalries
with some of the new opponents
in the state, and to build upon
the already fierce rivalries with
Radford and Virginia.
The Flames face perhaps their
toughest stretch of games in late
November, when, Jri a period of
two weeks, they travel to St.
Bonaventure, then come home
to host Richmond^ .Virginia Tech
and East Carolina in consecutive
games. The Big South schedule
does not begin until Jan. 9 at
home against defending regular
season conference champion,
UNCAshevHIe.

Denver 42
Dallas 23
Terrell Davis ran for 191 yards,
John Elway threw for 268 yards,
and the defense sent Cowboys' QB
Troy Alkman to the sidelines for an
estimated 4 to 8 weeks.
Oakland 2 0 Ginats 17
With 1:59 remaining, Kicker Greg
Davis nailed a 26 yd. field goal and
sent the Raiders away with a win.
Seattle 33 Arizona 14
Seattle has outscored their first two
opponents 71-14 and has started the
season 2-0 for first time since 1994.
New England 2 9
Indianapolis 6
Colts' rookie QB Peyton Manning committed four more turnovers in the loss,
giving him seven in two games.

P L A Y any game of

with this coupon.
IDBOGGLE

B Y JUSTIN H E R / O K

High Point claims
close contest with LU

MINDBOGGLE
fys. Video Arcades

start and didn't wast his opportunity. In the process of being sacked
six times, Wuerfful threw for 185
yds. while running for 40 more.
Baltimore 2 4
N.Y. Jets 10
The Ravens came up with big plays
all game, led by CB Rod Woodson.
Woodson Intercepted 2 passes,
returning one for a touchdown.
Green Bay 2 3
Tampa Bay I S
Green Bay continued its home-winning streak to 2 5 games, a s Reggie
White recorded three sacks.
Pittsburgh 17
Chicago 12
Jerome Bettls rushed for 131 yards
In a sluggish Steeler victory.
Minnesota 3 8
St. Louis 31
Rams QB Tony Banks dove for the
end zone as time expired, but was
stopped short.
San Diego 13
Tennessee 7
Ryan Leaf and company spoiled the
Oilers' grand opening with a win In
Nasheville. The Chargers defense
held the Oilers to Just 250 total
yards on offense.

LU releases
upcoming
mens b-ball
schedule

freshman players playing ability
and how they act on the field of
play," Coach Bill Bell said.
This week the Flames will
travel to North Carolina to face
Davidson on Wednesday. Liberty
begins Big South Conference
play Saturday when they go on
the road to meet Radford. The
Flames next home game will be
September 22 when they host
Virginia Military Institute.

New beginnings await
many LU football players

MainSTAGE PRODUCTIONS
-PRESENTS-

hope and pray that they aren't
doing this for show. People are
the team captains on the LU going to know who they are if
they see them at the partus.
football team.
"All of those guys that were This isn't something we're fooldown there on the floor (of the ing around with."
SHAWN ELDRIDGE
The team will now start disci
Vines Center) were making a
NORTHERN EXPOSURE - Canadian Chris Verde has been solid commitment
that
everyone pling the guys who made deci
for the LU men's soccer team, thus far in the 1998 campaign.
could see," Newsome said. "I slons and are going to start up
Bible studies.
T h e s e guys need a lot of
prayer," Newsome said. "Most of
them have parents and girlfriends who aren't saved."
Whether or not. the season
reflects the stand that (he team
A Consignment Shop Specializing in Name Brands and Housewares
has taken is another question in
itself. "1 believe that Hit- games
and the season will take care of
themselves," Newsome said.
— Continued from page 14

To XiCC A
Mockingbird
A Powerful and gripping social drama based on
Harper Lee's Pulitzer Prize-winning novel.
Marketing Underwritten by Marketing Support Solutions
A KALEIDOSCOPE Event

Tickets from $7 to $12.
September 12,18,19,25 & 26 - 8 p.m
September 13 & 27-2 p.m.
I Y N C H I U I O

( I N I I I
1815 Thomson Drive

Call (804) 846-3804 to charge tickets or
visit the Box Office Monday through
Saturday between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m.

Ia<l$
to
HirlieS
"We're Just About Every Store In Town"
Express Gap Levi's Limited Express
All for

50-70% Off Retail Prices
385-4722

Hours: Mon-Fri. 11-5, Sat. 10-4
2126B Lakeside Dr. Lynchburg, VA 24501
Just take 29 to 501 North, Turn Right onto Lakeside Dr.
store Located on Left accross from Hyundai

"Right now, football is secondary

to seeing the guys on the team
getting saved."
The Flames will go into battle
spiritually and physically this
Saturday when they host the
South Florida Bulls. The Bulls arc
coming into Williams Stadium
with a perfect 2-0 record.

Page12^ibert^hampion
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CTbe Event Formely Known as Coffee House)

Fridby, Ssptedber 25*
Schilling Center#2
9:00 pmfc12:30 am
Intramural Sport

ANAGER'S
EET
0
.

• Co-Ed Volleyball
• Women's Basketball
• Men's Basketball

September 15

David V Place
4 pm

SOFTBALL
TOURNAMENT
September
18 & 19

TRIO TOUR
Phil Keaggy
Wes King
Out of t h e Grey
Friday, October 23

Newsboys,
Third Day&
The Waiting
Thursday, December 3

v
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Shots:
Saves:
Fouls:
. Comer

SCHEDULE
Upcoming Sports
Events
Sept. 15-22
Football
9-19 So. Florida 7:30
Volleyball
9-18,19 Liberty
Invitational
(Campbell, N.C. State,
Delaware)
M-Soccer
9-16 at Davidson
9-19 at Radford
9-22 VMI 7 p.m.
W-Soccer
9-19 at Elon
Cross-Countrv
9-19 at Duke
Triangular
Durham, NC

LU 3 0 , Salem-Teikyo 2
LU 0, Salem-Teikyo 12
LU 7, Salem-Teikyo 13
Kicks: LU 3, Salem-Teikyo 0

Attendance:?!)
Liberty(3-1)
Salem-Teikyo (1-3)
LIBERTY 1, HIGH POINT 2
SAT. SEPT. 1 2 , 1 9 9 8
Score b y Periods
1
2 Final
Liberty
1
0
1
High Point
2
0
2
SCORING:
16:28 HPU Wilson (Mork)
16:52 LU Rlcketts (Gomez)
22:34 HPU C u r r a n (Harris)
S h o t s : High Point 9, Liberty 18
S a v e s : High Point 8, Liberty 4
F o u l s : Duke 16, Liberty 2 0
Corner Kicks: Duke 5, Liberty 3
Offsides: D u k e 0, Liberty 5
A t t e n d a n c e : 175
Liberty (3-2)
High Point (1-3)

W-SOCCER

ALL HOME GAMES IN
BOLD

LIBERTY 2, VCU 3
WED. SEPT. 9 , 1 9 9 8
Score b y Periods
1
2 0 T 0 2 Final
Liberty
0
2
0 0
2
VCU
2 0
0
1 3

M-SOCCER
LIBERTY 7, SALEM-TEIKYO 0
THURS. SEPT. 1 0 . 1 9 9 8
Score b y Periods
1
2
Final
Liberty
0
4
7
Salem-Teikyo 0
0
0

SCORING:
9:44 VCU Ziegenfuss (Seidel)
2 8 : 4 6 VCU R u t h (SuJJjvan)
53:58 LU Reinwald (Davis)
54:45 LU Davis (Reinwald)
113:06 VCU Ziegenfuss (Unass.)

SCORING:
2:12 LU Gomez (Unassisted)
11:14 LU Rlcketts (Unassisted)
26:41 LU Avilez (Penalty kick)
6 9 : 0 7 LU Streets (Johnson)
7 4 : 4 8 LU T r u m b o (Jenks)
7 9 : 4 4 LU Gomez (Penalty kick)
8 5 : 5 5 LU Porter (Brownlee)

S h o t s : LU 12, VCU 19
S a v e s : LU 7, VCU 7
Fouls: LU 8, VCU 13
Corner Kicks: LU 5, VCU 7
Offsides: LU 9, VCU 1
Attendance: 105

LIBERTY O, GEORGIA ST. 5
FRI. SEPT. 1 1 , 1 9 9 8
Score b y Periods
1
2 Final
Liberty
0
0
0
Georgia St. 2
3
5

SCORING:
1:23 BU Listrami (Diquattro)
8:00 BU Listrami (Diquattro)
3 0 : 2 5 BU Listrami (Woods)
6 0 : 0 0 BU Britton (unassisted)
79:48 BU Sinclair (Woods, Maiola)

Read the
Champion to
find out what's
going on!

*is3

(804) 582-2128

J

ALL C L A S S I F I E D ADVERTISING IS PREPAID

Telemarketers needed, excellent
wages. Plan your own schedule, min. 3
days, $6.00, 4 days, $6.50 per hr.
Transportation available, van leaves
DeMoss bid., 5:10 daily. Great hours
for students. Mon.-Fri., 5:30 to 9 p.m.,
Sat., 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call 582-1583 or
582-1587
I N T E R N E T SALES
INTERNSHIPS
EARN $$$ & GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling
internet and yellow page advertising in
your University's Campus Telephone
Directory. Flexible hours! Excellent advertising/sales/P.R.RESUME BOOSTER. CALL COLLEGE DIRECTORY
PUBLISHING:8 00-466-2221
X288.Visit our site at http://www.campusdirectory.com
$1,250 FUNDRAISER
Credit Card fundraiser for student
organizations. You've seen other groups
doing it, now it' your turn. One week is
all it takes. NO gimmicks, NO tricks,
NO obligation. Call for information
today. 1-800-932-0528x65
•ngm

oomma
Roommate desperately needed for
car payments. 15 min. from LU 5256275 (Mark) $75 per month

With
VIC
Card
6 4 oz. In Plastic Container

2D c t Homestyle or Buttermilk

Harris Teeter
Orange Juice

Waffles

The nation's leader in college
marketing is seeking an energetic,
entrepreneurial student for the
positiqn of campus rer^No^sales
involvedyPlocp'uurei iVSiwrg >on
bulletin boards for companies such
as American Express, Microsoft
and Columbia House.

American Passage Media, Inc.
Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800-487-2434 Ext. 4444

Attention Getters
Bold 1st line
Large 1st line (12 pt) . .1 time charge
XLarge 1st line (14 pt) .1 time charge

n/c
$1.00
$1.50

Symbols
Small (10 pt)
Large (12 pt)
XLarge (14 pt)

Champion Special:**
40% off after first run of ads with 3 or more runs.
**Rates only apply to local or student/faculty. NO CHANGES.

s Potato Chips

+ Fabulous earnings
« Part time job
+ Choose your own hours
# 8 - 1 0 hours per week

Student/Faculty Rate*:
$2.75 - 1st 15 words
180 each word over 15
*Non commercial only.

S.75-6 oz.

Liberty (1-4)
Buffalo (5-0)

C STEAKS CUT IN HOUSE DAILY ;

$3.67-1st 15 words
240 each word over 15

E x c l u d e s WOW,
B a k e d Deli Style &•
Wfovy Lays

S h o t s : LU 5, BUF 2 3
S a v e s : LU 9, BUF 2
Fouls: LU 2, BUF 12
Comer Kicks: LU 3, BUF 6

5704 Seminole Ave.
Just off the Expressway Across form River Ridge Mall

Rates:
Open/Commercial

Breyers
Ice Cream

CAMPUS REP

$15.95

8.a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Deadline:
4:30 p.m.
8 days prior to
publication

1/2 gallon
Mllllll^mmYmme&m>xti>immm;mj

LIBERTY O, BUFFALO 5
SAT.. SEPT. 1 2 , 1 9 9 8
Score b y Periods
1
2 Final
Liberty
0
0
0
Buffalo
3
2
5

FILET MIGNON & BACON
^
WRAPPED SHRIMP
Our fresh cut 6oz. Filet, cooked to your liking
served with grilled bacon wrapped shrimp,
steamed broccoli & Choice of side potato.

Business Hours:

id

S h o t s : LU 8, GSU 2 8
S a v e s : LU 8, GSU 3
F o u l s : LU 2 , GSU 8
Comer Kicks: LU 2, GSU 3

This Week's Featured Special - - -

L

'TST

www.harristeeter.com
Sale Starts Wednesday, September 16,199?

SCORING:
0:49
GSU Picou (Decker)
3 4 : 5 9 GSU Palmquist (Picou)
50:56 GSU Yorgason (Palmquist)
54:42 GSU Yorgason (Unass.)
56:25 GSU Yorgason (Palmquist)

BACKYARD
VJrtW
r

Harris Teeter

Ybur Neighborhood Food Market

1 time charge
1 time charge
1 time charge

500
$1.00
$1.50

Symbols to choose
Stars: • * •
Checks: • • •

Crosses: t t t
Hearts: V W
Arrows: > • »

EARN $$$
Spring Break '99 - Sell Trips, Earn
Cash & Go Free!!! STS is now hiring
campus reps. Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Mexico &Florida. Call 800-648-4849
or apply online at www.ststravel.com

House for Rent, FURNISHED, 3BR,
2BA. Now thru May. Close to LC campus and TRBC (4 miles from LU).
House is clean and well maintained.
Call Bob Enzinna 832-2418 (day) or
239-1961 (eve.)

ABSOLUTE SPRING BREAK...
"TAKE "2" 2 FREE TRIPS ON ONLY
15 SALES and... Earn $$$$. Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas, Florida, Padre!
Lowest Prices! Free Meals. **Limited
Offer**. 1-800-426-7710 / www.sunsplashtours.com

Convenient to LU, brick duplex, 2
large BR, large eat-in kitchen, lots of
closets, stove, refrigerator turn, newly
redecorated. $315/mo. 239-3338 or
239-4238

Wedding veils and trains $25-$45.
Calendar clocks- give time, day and
date$35. 525-3178
Best bargains at Cosign It Shop, 8914
Timberlake Rd. Furniture, Electronics,
Art, Curtains, Coats. 239-0204
HAIRCUTZ - Would you like your
barber to come to you'.' Well, I'm
here again. If you need a trim or cut
call Tracy 237-2087. Leave a message
$3 to $12 . On Campus references
available. 12 yrs. experience.
Engagement ring set hand crafted
I4K while gold 1.02 kar. solitare with
live .16 kar. solitares. Call Don ©2372441

Convenient t<> LU, near Fort Early,
furnished, 1 BR efficiency apt., heal,
water, sewer &lights furnished, private
entrance, private bath, $!95/mo. 2393338 or 239-4238
Convenient to LU, near Fort Early, 1
BR brick duplex, LR eat-in kitchen,
basement &dining area, water &sewer
furn. stove &refrigeralor furnished, private bath, private entrance. $295/mo.
239-3338 or 239-4238
Convenient to LU, 1 BR furnished
apt. LR, eat-in kitchen, private bath,
private entrance, water & sewer furnished, stove & refrigerator furnished.
$265/mo. 239-3338 or 239-4238
Convenient to LU, nice brick 1 or 2
BR apt, I balh, large redecorated eal-in
kitchen & dining area, basement, private entrance, lattice enclosed back
porch, large front porch, all utilities furnished. $400/mo. 239-3338 or 2394238

Giveaway envelope to
collect your coupons in. (~
,
i When you have
collected 10 out of 13 weeks worth of
coupons, turn them in at p>L —
the customer service desk 1 ^ , ' ~
and you'll receive a 10-12 §*&.• ~ ~
lb. Butterball frozen turkey, *•
^ _
a 6 oz. box of Pepper Idge Farm Stuffing
and a $10 Gift Certificate to use to pick

Use your VIC Card, spend $75.00 or more
on one visit each week and receive Turkey
Day Giveaway Big Gobbler Coupons each
week. When you nave collected 10 out of 13
weeks worth of coupons, turn them in at the
customer service desk and you'll receive a
10-12 lb. Butterball frozen turkey, a 41b.
Hostess canned Ham. 2- 6 oz. boxes of
Pepperidge Farm Slutting and a $20 Gilt
Certificate to use to pick your own fixin's.

, l k .„i,.(„,hliki

"3p

WKK&i.

your o w n fixin's.
Otter and Gilt Cheque must be redeemed by Tuesday, December 1,1998. GIH Cheque not redeemable lor alcohol, tobacco, money orders, gill cheques or prescriptions.
To receive the Big Gobbler you must colled 10 Big Gobbler Coupons. II you have any combination ol 10 total Gobbler and Big Gobbler Coupons you will receive the Gobbler.

Prices Effective Through September 22,1998:
Prices In This Ad Effective Wednesday, September 16 Through September 22.1998 In Our Lynchburg area stores only.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold l b Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.

«
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God's in the saving business
Over 30 Liberty football players received salvation or rededicated their lives during SEW
B Y M A T T KEENAN

Sports Editor
The Liberty University football
team may have dropped their
season opener to Appalachian
St., but the result of that loss
may have been a blessing in disguise. Literally.
During this past week of
Spiritual Emphasis, there were
over 30 LU football players who
came to know the Lord or rededicated their lives to Christ.
The football team's spiritual
awakening may have very well
started at Appalachian St. After
the loss to App. St., Head Coach
Sam Rutigliano gathered the

team together in the end zone
and told them that they praised
God last year after wins, so they
were going to praise Him after a
loss. The players put their hands
into the huddle and pointed
their fingers to the sky as they
began to sing the chorus to
"Victory in Jesus."
"We may have lost to
Appalachian St., but It was
weird because we all went out of
there praising Jesus," sophomore quarterback Christian
Newsome said.
The spiritual progression of
the team Just didn't stop at
Appalachian St. though. On
Tuesday, Sept. 8, Spiritual

Emphasis Director Rick Gage
spoke to the team that day after
practice. Gage is a former LU
assistant coach, who was called
out of the coaching profession
into the ministry.
"Rick just pretty much came
in and told us that If we weren't
playing football for Jesus, then it
didn't mean anything and that
Christ is the only answer for
football and life," Newsome said.
"Rick told us all to bow our
heads and said that if there were
any guys that wanted to be
saved then to stand up. Then he
Just started counting out loud
the number of guys that were
standing up."

When all was said and done
there were 18 who stood to
accept the Lord into their hearts.
"When I opened my eyes and
saw all the guys that were standing up, there were tears that
came to my eyes," Newsome
said.
On Wednesday, the last night
of Spiritual Emphasis Week, the
Holy Spirit moved like he had all
week long with the team. During
the final invitation, Walt Helig
and Xavier Slade knelt In prayer
and were soon followed by
Newsome. What followed after
that was a truly incredible sight.
Football players started filing
down the long steps of the Vines

Center to gather around each
other as a team. Players started
kneeling down and placing a
hand on the shoulder of a teammate in front of them.
"That was totally unplanned,"
Newsome said. "Not one thing
had been said about doing anything like that. It was just unbelievable how the Holy Spirit was
moving that night."
Among the players who received
salvation during the week were two
time All-American Jesse Riley and
senior offensive tackle Ulysses
Moore who are two of the team captains on the LU football team.
— Please see NEW on page 10

Volleyball
splits at
SMU
B Y BROOKE HERRMANN

Champion Reporter
Heading into Dallas, Texas
this past weekend, the Lady
Flames Volleyball team was looking to improve its 1-3 record. LU
came away with a win over Ole
Miss (3-3), but lost to SMU (4-2)
at the Moody Coliseum.
Liberty held on to defeat Ole
Miss 16-14, 15-11, 11-15 and
15-12, in a close knit battle.
Ole Miss put up a good fight
against the Flames with 84 digs
and 10 team blocks. The barrage
of Rebel spikes Just weren't
strong enough to handle LU's
Kyrie Dorns' 23 kills and
Anthonia Akpamas' 20 digs.
Liberty's Michelle Howland led
the team with 30 assists and
helped the Flames boost Its team
attacks percentage to .294.
The newcomers on LU's squad
held their own. Freshman
Rachel Harnack tallied 28 total
attacks in the four games with
Ole Miss.
LU senior Jill Vandeventer,
had a total of three service aces
helping to bring the Lady Flames
ace total to 11.
Before their big win on
Saturday, SMU took out the
Flames, 15-11, 15-9 and 15-12.
The Mustangs of Southern
Methodist used a much stronger
service game to defeat the Flames.
"The team played with an
unbelievable amount of determination and potential," LU Head
Coach Laura Miller commented.
"They need to learn to be patient
and let the plays develop as they
are intended."
SMU was able to reach the net
a little quicker than Liberty's
blockers by totalling nine team
blocks to LU's three.
LU's senior defensive specialist
Christi Cherry kept the Flames
alive in the third game with 15
digs.
T h e hardest feat of this weekend was to balance expectations
with demands," Miller said. "You
can expect perfection, but you

SHAWN ELDRIDGE

INTENSE MOMENTS — Sophomore forward Jose Gomez drives deep into the defense of Salem-Teikyo in action last week. The Flames
pummeled Salem-Teikyo 7-0, but lost a close contest to High Point. Gomez led the way for the LU with two goals and an assist against STU.

M-soccer falls to 3-2
Flames pound Salem-Teikyo; fall to HPU at home
B Y LAMQNT LOWREY

Champion Reporter
After an impressive victory
over Salem-Teikyo, the Liberty
Flames soccer team ran into a
roadblock against High Point
University. The Flames crushed
Salem-Teikyo 7-0 on Thursday,
but suffered its second loss of
the season to High Point.
The Flames fell behind in

the first half to the Panthers,
but struck back quickly to tie
the score. Gary Ricketts
scored his team-leading seventh goal of the season to
bring Flames even.
The Flames could not overcome miscues and the stingy
defense
of High
Point.
Panthers goalkeeper Dwayne
collected eight saves against
Liberty. HU's Shane Curtis'

Jose Gomez's goal, which
occurred a little more than
two minutes into the game,
started an avalanche of
Liberty goals. Derek Avllez
and Jose Gomez nailed two
penalty kicks to continue LU's
onslaught. J a s o n Streets,
Derek Porter and Jared
Trumbo recorded their first
— Please see CLOSEon page 10

W- Soccer team struggling to
find the winning touch

Did you know?
Men's soccer Head Coach
William Bell is entering his 19th
year as a coach here at Liberty
University. His tenure here at
LU is the longest of any coaches
on the campus.
For 22 years. Bell coached
and played on the professional
level in Great Britain and
Scotland, in 1966, he played for
the Scottish National team
against Portugal and Brazil in
the World Cup.
Coach Bell has seen the
Liberty University soccer program through every rank from
the NA1A up to the Division 1
status it gained during the
1988-89 school year.
Bell Is also executive director of
Within the Walls, a prison ministry in England, which he and
his wile Mary founded in 1993.
Bill and his wife Mary have
three children as well as three
grandchildren.

goal at the 22:34 mark in the
first half ended up being the
game-winner for the Panthers.
LU dominated the Tigers of
Salem Teikyo in action earlier
last week. Freshman goaltender Dean Short registered
his second shutout of the season in the Flames' 7-0 win.
Six different LU players
scored a goal in the teams' most
lopsided victory of the year.

B Y BRIAN W O O I J - O R D

Asst. Sports Editor

SHAWN I

TEAM LEADER — Freshman Nancy Davis has become the
"go-to" person on the Lady Flames leading them in goals.

The much improved Lady Flames
women's soccer team hopes to notch a
few more wins before entering into Big
South Conference play in two weeks.
The Lady Flames picked up their flrst
victory of the year against Youngstown
State on Sept. 5.
Liberty defeated the Lady Penguins 4-2,
behind an offensive explosion by freshman Nancy Davis.
The California native scored three goals
in only her second game as a Flame.
Davis currently leads the team in scoring
with live goals, and has been a major factor in the Liberty recent success.
Coach James Price considers Davis to
be the teams' "go to player" and compliments her on maturity and experience.
"Nancy is the type of player that will take
the program up another couple levels,"
Price said.
The Lady Flames lost a closely contested game against state rival Virginia
Commonwealth University in its home
opener on Sept. 9.

After trailing 2-0 at the half, Liberty
charged back In the second half to tie the
score. Nancy Davis assisted Julie
Relnwald for the Lady Flames flrst goal In
the game. Less than a minute later,
Reinwald returned the favor by assisting
Davis' fifth goal of the season.
The hard fought battle was settled In
the second overtime when VCU scored its
third goal. Shanna Ziegenfuss scored to
give VCU its flrst victory this season.
Liberty ended the long week of games at
the Umbro Kickoff Classic hosted by
Furman University. The Flames lost the
flrst game of the event to Georgia State 50. GSU's Chandra Yorgason scored three
goals In a six minute span during the
second half to secure the victory. The
Lady Flames also lost the final game at
the Umbro Classic 5-0 to the Lady Bulls
of Buffalo University.
The Lady Flames expect to see vast
Improvement from last year's record.
Liberty will travel to North Carolina this
week to meet Applachian State on
Wednesday and Elon on Saturday. The
Lady Flames will return home on
September 25 to host Sweet Briar.
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Tyson KO's
himself
Aspiring to regain his boxing
license, Mike Tyson will face
his second athletic control
board on Sept 19. Last month,
Tyson failed in his attempt to
convey a message of contrition
to the New Jersey Athletic
Comisslon. During the lengthy
hearing, many of Tyson's colleagues testified that he had
changed his ways and would
be a benefit to boxing.
His counterparts claimed
that boxing needed Tyson just
as much as the former champion needed to fight Tyson
was almost guaranteed the
right to regain his license that
was taken from him after he
bit off a chunk of Evander
Holyfleld's ear.
At the end of the hearing,
Tyson demonstrated the lack of
self- control that has plagued
his personal life. Apparently
annoyed over the repetitive
questions asked by the board,
Tyson broke down and blurted
obscenities. The man who was
once proclaimed as the "baddest man on the planet," failed
in his lone attempt to transmit
an Image of repentance.
Tyson's outburst leads many
skeptics to wonder about his
state of mind. Since the infamous ear-biting episode, Tyson
has displayed little restraint on
his temper.
Earlier this month, Tyson's
fury was once again center
stage. Monica Turner, Tyson's
wife, was involved in a minor
car accident with two other
vehicles. Tyson, who was a
passenger in the car, assaulted the drivers after a brief ver^
bal confrontation. The drivers
of the two cars were 50 and 62
years old.
Surprisingly, the two "victims" received blows to the
chest and face, but suffered no
serious Injuries from the exchamp. Tyson was later
stopped by police and taken to
the hospital because he complained of chest pains and
breathing
problems. The
exhausted Tyson certainly had
time to reflect on his wasted
potential. After beating professional fighters to a pulp
throughout the 80s, Tyson now
required medical treatment
after a small skirmish with two
men nearly twice his age.
The recent "road rage" Incident paints a discouraging picture for Mike Tyson. In a situation in which Tyson knew that
he was under the watchful eye
of the governing bodies of boxing, he was unable to curb his
emotions.
Tyson's inability to keep his
cool has cost the boxer much
more Just a large pay check.
Unfortunately, Tyson has been
vilified by his current actions
and his fame has been based
on a glamorized ego.
An athletic commission will
soon Judge the fate of Tyson's
boxing career. Although Tyson
has not proven that the year off
from boxing was helpful, he
will have a good chance of
redeeming his license. Boxing
officials believe that Tyson can
still draw many fans to fights.
The second Tyson-Holyfleld
match produced a staggering
$180 million for Investors.
Large profits should convince
sqme board members to forget
Tyson's transgressions.
If Tyson is given back his
license it will certainly be beneficial for boxing, but It could be
dreadful for him. The athletic
board should consider giving the
once undisputed champion

